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INTRODUCTION

ofaam---,

In October of 1979, the Educational Film Center (EFC) was

awarded the POWERHOUSE project by the'United States'Office of

Eddcation, now Department f Education, Phase I of the two

phase projec .f. entailed the' development, production ond evaluation

of a series pilot program., This report covers the evaluotjon

activities associated with Phase 1 Audience Profile.Services,-.

/Inc. (APS) provided these services to EFC as a sub-contractor.
4

.

POWERHOUSE has been designed as a mo ivational television

series, to help eight to twelve year old children take active,

. personal responsibility for their own health and well being. The

-15-program series will 'provide more than heOth and fitness

7

information; it will encourage a positive attitude in-viewers t

that will help them reach their full mental and physical potential --

help them become POWERHOUSES. 4

Nearly a yeorof research and evaluation took place before

production of the series pilot program was completed. Earlpin

the project, EEC decided on an action-adventure (with a health
4

message) format as the basi4for the series. This adventure story

will have a continuing cast .of characters -- the POWERHOUSE kids,'
.

and a continuing foal point, an urban community center called 1

POWERHOUSE. Interspersed throughout the story will be commercial-

type inserts called POWERHOUSE Program Inserts (PPIs)'carrying
,

health information and motivational messages'.
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,'During the pilot production4,Stage, it was necessary to fine

tune the developing program by obtainindspecific information on

the interests and sensibilities of eight to twelve year olds, both

from-the literature and directly from the target audi nce. The

eval ation actrities4reported here provided EFC with comprehensive

a sessmeht of the reaction of eight to twelve year'olds of various

ethnic, geographi and'economic backgrounds to pre- production
/'

1 ..
elements of the POWERHOUSE series and to a rough cut of the pilot

program.' ,

I. am grateful' to the many people who helped destgn'and imple-

ment theIPOWERHOUSE'Evaluation'Plan. Among-them, the POWERHOUSE

Executive Committee andOEFC staff including Ira Kiugerman,

Executive Producer",-Dr. Charles Flatter, Chief Content Consultant.,

'Ruth Pollak, Head Writer, Noel lion and Robert'Crowther of.

Contact Media, Inc., Judith Angerman, Project Administrator, Ahhe.
,

. Hinkle, Production Assistant, and Nicole Alleyne,'Administrative f

Aide.
/ .0

.
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Tti APS staff Katherine Hammond, Frances-A. Bell, Aancy M. ,

Neutert (Charleston, WestVirginfa), Dorothy R. Middleton, Oakland,
....,

t California), Maxene Balkema (Romney, Indiana), and Ann Redmqn

(Seattle, Washington), I extend my'deepest gratitude for a job,

- well done. Without their help .this project would have been

impossible.to complete. .

also wish to thank Tom Williams of the Agency for Instruc-

tional Television for his prompt and efficient assistance duri9

the implementation of non-broadcast materials evaluation.
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Last .but not. least my heartfelt thanks to, Dbroay

EFC's Chief Financial Officer,.foAr her patience and assistance

Over the years and to Dr. JacR Hunter, EFC's General Manager, far

his support aneconfi,dence in me and my company.
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President
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INTRODUCTIOft TO THE WRITERS', NOTEBOOK

One of't e first research tasks was a major literature,review

of persuasive techniques. used in creating. 0mmercial messages
,

directed toward the 8 -12 year old audience. The result of the

; literature review is the POWERHOUSE Writers' Notebook, co pleted

in Decembe/of.1979. This review contains information on TV
4

viewing habits, learning style's, and consumer preferences of
7 %.

children in the target age range. It also'details the-ways in

which the-persuasive and attention-getting,powers of'commercials

are'maximized. This information was vital in producing effective

PPIs The Notebook ItaS made available to the producers and to

prospeCtive writers of the pilot, and the information it contained

w*s discussed in two Writers''Co+rences held on the weekends of

January-26 and February 2,-1980.

The Notebook is a comprghensive reference document in three

sections as follows:
ffi

Section I: A Profile of the TargetAge Child

Section II: Research Findings frord the Advertising
Literature 9

Sect ion III: Suggestions for POWERHOUSE'

The first section of the Notebook describes the 8-12 year

old child as television viewer;,, learner and consumer. Tpis back-
.

ground informatioh on POARHOUSU.s intend6 audiefide provided a

useful' starting point for the series' writers, enabling them to

direct their effortS towarethe knowledge base and interests of

1/4



the target age child.

Section II addresses advertising issues relevant to POWERHOUSE,

including the design of.appeal, selection of format, the role of

the eidorser, and the context in which the advertising segMent is

placed This section was particularly impOrtant in the production

of the progrdm inserts. e

The thir'd section synthesizes sections I and II in the form

of suggestions for POWERHOUSE. It is followed by an appendix

providina dev lopmental overview of .the target age child, tele-
-;

vision prefere ces as reported in ratings, a brief description of

some locally produced programming, and a comprehensive bibliograp
.4

The Notebook was designed specifically as a guide for the-

'POWERHOUSE writers and producers, bu't its potential for use

extends to to other situations in which knowledge of the interests of

eight to twelve year olds, and an understanding of television

advertising techniques as applied. to children are.needed.

f

`vA
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1: The Target Age Child As a Consumer Of Television

With- the hap of the established ratings services and originM

research conducted for other products, we have a fairly good idea

of what children watch,

.Cartoons are big; of the top ten syndicated shows, seven are

animated. However,,a recent Arbitron Syndicated Program Analysis

iuticated that the ratiiigs of some. of the mare established cartoons

have dropped a little; especially among older Children. Situation

comedy/family shows, along with cartoons, seem to make up the.bulk

of viewing choices of the tarda age child when $atching non- prime-

time programming.

The November 1979 Nielsen Sweep of primetime programs also

showed a st*Ong interest in cartoons. Th4e cartoon kpecials

were -among the top ten for the1147age group. The often animated

World of Disney Was also among the top ten. Other favoriteS.

were action/adventure and comedy offerings such as Dukes of Hazzard,
, ..

... .

Little House on the Prairie, Mbik and Mindy-and Buck Rogers in
a

the 25th Century.
%

In addition to the information provided'by Nielsen and Arbi-
.

tron, CTW recently surveyed viewing interests among 8 to 12 year

Olds in preparation for prodOction of the science series, 3.2.1.

Contact. Children were asked to indicate their interest in watch-

sing shows from ,a selected list of twenty. Action and comedy were

-. 016. Charlie's Angels, Happy Days and the,Six Million DollAr

Man headed the list. Stience and information shows did not do-

,w o
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.well. An impressive overall result yeas how similar the reports

were, reg4rdless of regional, ethnic, sex or gradedifferences.

Science related shows (Wild Kingdom, Animals, Animals, Animals,

In Search Of, Jacques Cousteau; and Nova) (lid have somewhat heavier

viewing reported among boys than girls. Good Times was ranked

highe'r by Black respondents than by other ethnic groups. The

lowest agreement in program choices between ethnic groups was

between Latinos and Blacks.

When the.children were asked to name their one favorite pro-

gram - with no restrictive list this time - one hundred sixtytsi-x

shoWs were nominated. However,-only seven showsaccounted'for 50%

of the nominations. These seven shows were: Charlie's

Happy Days, Incredible Hulk, Hardy Boys, Baby, I'm Back, Good

and Threes Company. These shows fall into two categories, comedy

and mystery/adventure. No cartoons were mentioned until the 20th

.)

ranked program.

Differences, alongstereotypic lines, emerged between the

`fovorite viewI1g choices of boys. and girls. Little House on the'

. Prairie, Eight is Enough, Love Boat, I Love Lucy and other shows,

with family/human relationship themes and/or with leading female)

characters were chosen'more often by girls. Boys chose action/

adventure, physical endurance and competition in Spiderman, sports

'shows-, Star Trek, Black Sheep Squadron and others of that ilk.

11.

When questioned on wht they actually viewed on a particular.

day,boys and girls agreed much more than on what they considered

0
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their favorite program. Movies. were in the top programs viewed

every weekday, and Brady Bunch was near the top on all weekdays.

Happy Days, Laverne and Shirley and Three's Company were also

favorites of both boys and gfrls.

Minority children were atti'actedto shows with same ethnic

-group leads, but were not necessarily attracted*to different

minority group leading, characters, i,e. Black respondents showed

greater interestin situation comedies about Black urbalp families:

Good Times, What's Happening, and Baby, Lim Back., Amogg ethnic groups

surveyed, Latinos were leat interested in these shows., (52) In

another study, it gas found-that identification was strongest with

charicteps of like sex, ethnicity and social situation, especially
/-

if this character acted and spOke ia,ways appropriate to his,orher '3 ,

situation. It was found that girls did,upon occasion, identify

withftale charaCtes. Boys did not exhibit this cross'-sex

.cation. (26)
I .

Another study asked a group of t-12' year olds to name their

''favorite programs. Choices tended to be in the cartoon, fantasy,

situati n comedy and drama categories. Preferences differed between
,

'boys and 'Hs and between younger and older children. For-all

boys but the1-12 year olds; cartoons were a clear favorite.
r,`

Mystery-suspense dramas were the favorites of the older boys. Situa-

.tion comedies (largely of the amily type) were the first choice of

girls in all age groups. The results seem,to support Arbitron's

ft
findings that' interest in car-0 toons fades for older children.
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AP
Fewspecificshowrementionedasiked. Instead', dis-a's1".

.

...-

likes were generic: love movies, news, talk shows and children's

programmidg such as Captain Kangaroo (considered babyish). (68) 41

Similar results were found in a fifth grade population. Girls

.

liked human interest and fantasy, boys liked sports and action

programs, bot lih realistic and fantastic. (25) ,

,
.

Another'res (archer found increasing interest ,in news 'and.

informationfOrograms' as children approach 10-11 years. The .

v,

favorites of.both boys and girls were news features concerning .

t

'1 ,crimes, diSasters,°local sports and about children. The next two
d . .

.

,

z

favorites for boys were space and sports; 711 girls, human-interest

\
%,.

.

:.stories. 1(21)
.

.

:l Althugh,there is variation in research findings, there seems

,

...

to be SOMO consensus about themes that are generally attractive to .

,

'the 8-12 year old viewer. Tilte,attractioffbeappeal of a program
r-'-

theme, however, is-often closely nljed with elements effecting

comprehension and identification. :CTW has obtained come interesting

:infOrmation'on this from the test shc11-64.1uJtion of 3.2.1. Contact:

1. A.strong sioryline, clearly foensin on a central problem,-
is,appealing to this age group. -A ambling rhetorical

style leaves children feeling-that "nothing was happening,
Topics with emotional appeal (touching on the health or
well-beingof living things) serve well as a structure
onto which factual information can be added. A plotted
.drama has more appeal than the magazine format.

2% Action, movement, the unexpected, the novel are well 4

attended to and Understood, especially whenetbey are
handled with strong visual interest. Visually presented'
information is remembered better'than orally pres.ented
information. Visually clear- animation is an excellent / /

device for reinforcement.

-6-



3. The liveliness that humor and music give a program is a

definite'positive element. The participation that laughter
4. and singing along creates also created an interest in

viewing the show.

4. An "adult expert" character does not work well in the
documentary setting.' An information exchange between kids
is much more interesting to this age group.

5. Stiting the major concept up front may seem overly obvious
tothe adult, but can actually raise the interest level of
the child. CTW research found that lacking a clear state-
ment of the overall concept of a program-, children were
not ablle to identify .it. (9)

A final informational note comes from the reaction to a British

series dr1 health for the child over eight. It is called Good Health

and its aim is to increaseechildren's awareness of themselves as

/
c they grow, and to emphasize their own responsibilities for personal

w .

health. he focus is less on biological information than on the

Ways personal choices influence healih. The settings are closely

related to the everyday lives of children and their families. It

has been viewed extensively in a school setting and the producers
. -

report 'enthuSiastic response. In their view, some*of the reasons

for this tare:
r

1. Material was provided in an'area children thought was

important.

2. Viewing children found it easy to Identify with the
characters and settings presented.

3. Children were sown behaving naturally in their ovit.

enviroments.. ' *

4. Fdemat differed from show to sliowranging'from documentary

to scripted drama. This variqty was.felt to provide-appeal.

(29)

9'

-7-
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2. The Target Age Child As A Learner

It has. long been-recognized thatichildren of different -ages

respond differently to the same stimuli. Theories of cognitive

0 development, primarily those of Jean Piaget, go a long way toward

*
constructing a developmental picture of how a child perceives and

interacts with the environment. More'to our point, it sheds some

light on how children of different ages respond to television.'

A cognitive state or structure is a pattern of action that

orders and defines what a child perceives. A child develops grad-

ually through a series of states during which his ability to think

and understand is being developed. Most of these stages depend

primarily on maturation, but they are also affected by experience.

In the area of perception, for example, a child aged two/to

seven (the preoperational stage) tends to focus on one dimension

of ac object dr situation andcannot take other dime /ions into

/
account. Therefore ,.he cannot see the relationstlip between two

dimensions.

The older child (concrete operational) can focus on several

dimensions of a situation or problem at the same time and can

relationships among t emir He Can decenter his attention to consi-

der a greater number of physical aspects: He Can perceive objects

/

not only in terms of physical characteriktics, but tan also begin.

to figure out how unfamiliar objeCts might be used.

In the fpllowingTSection on the target age child as a consu-

mer, we will show that, with increasing age, the child is better

18 -8-
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able to tell-the dffference"between programs and commercials, and

that the older child is better able to understand the purpose of

commercials.

Two other areas in whichthe younger and older child differ

greatly are in the conceOtualgrasp of temporal order and in re-,,

call of things thephave,seen.

The younger child has a Very intuitive sense of time. Dura-

tion of time, speed and dijtance are nOt real concepts for him.

The older child, who can isolate the changing dimefsions of events,

is able to understand relations between temporal order,-(before and

after) and duration (longer and shorter). He can begin to relate

past events to the present and to the future. (74)

Continuity thus becbmes very important to the understanding

of TV plot by children who are not fully into the concrete opera-
_

tional stae, (the younger children in our'target audience). In,

one instance, third, sixth' and tenth graders were shown an.aggres.-

sive action show. Half of each'group viewed the show straight

through. In the other half, themotive of.aggression were sepa-

ed from their conseqpenceS' by four minutes of commercials.
.4

Responses were essentially similar in both versions for the older

subjects: However, the commercials, interfered with the third

graders' comprehensions of the neOtive motives and consequences

of aggression. (74)

In the area of conceptual, prrocesses, there are great dif-

A

LA,
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ferences between the older and younger child: Only by age11 or

12 can the child think abstractly about ideas. To cite one ex-
_

ample: ,second,,fifth and eighth graders, viewed one of four editIO

version's of'an action- adventure program that varied in number of7

scenes and degree ,pf organization.' Memory fbimplicit informa-

tion: as'oppolX to facts about 'the plot, was'higher for fifth

and eighth grad6rs. (131 The older child can also test ideas

and think about real ortpossible consequences of a situation.

This increases a child's abllity to understand motives in pre-
,

tenting commectols."
;

The ability-tO)recall pro-social messages and other informa-

tion has also .been the subrjeat of.sudy.. The Office of Social,Re-
'

search at CBS has done a Series of evaluations of several Saturday

morning TV showt (at Albert,.$hazaam, Isis, U.S. of Archie, -ad&

the Harlem-Globetrotters Popcorn Machine). Many of -the results.'

are in 1-ine with' cognitive devtlopmemt theory.

Children ranging in age frOm 7 :to 11 were interviewed about*
.

the Fat Albert Show., Overall, 9 AA of 10 children xeceived one

or more specific pro-tOcial messaget. More 9 and 11 year olds

received messages than 7 and 8 year olds. White lower class children

received more messages (90%) than Black lower class children

(83:7%). Reception of messages was not related to frequency of

Viewing Fat Albert nor to liking the particular episode viewed.

More than 90% of the, specific messages Are derived from the stories__

911
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of th'kepisodes, as compared with reception of mes-sages from the

remarks of Bill CosbY, or the song about the-episbde. -Cosby serled_

as a better source of a generic message such as you maS, learn

something" than a pro-social message.'

. Findings concerning the other "shops were similar, with a few

exceptions.'

.
. . *

In U.S. of Archie, reception of at least one factual message

about history was equally likely across sex,ace and,socialpclasS.

In one episode about George Washington Carver, black children were

more likely than white to comment on his blackness. The'reverse
4

pattern was observed in other studies showing Blacls in humorous.
A . «

situations. That is, Whites were more likely than Blacks to soon-
,.

taneously mention the blackness of the character.

Reactioh among seven and eight year olds.to Shazaam, a super-
,

-hero story, indicated that lower class children recied signifi-

cantly more pro-social messages than middle class,aiildren: Thi

was not so among 10 and 11 year olds.

Thirteen and 14 yearolds were also included'in this study 64
"

Their -reactions. were found to closely resemble the reactions of

the 10 and 11 year olds. Age` differences were primar'ily in the
u...,

greater degree of sophistication' andand abstraction in responses of 4

older children, rather thin response levels-. The messages

they received were subtler -- "Don't let others lead you astray:

and "Accept"yourself as you are." (14)

.1 .
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In other words, 111-der--aldren received the same'number of
o

pro-social mestages but they re0-Orted_moe abstract nterpreta-

tt,

tionsu Younger children's rep6i3s were more literal' and concrete.

3. The Target Age Child As Consumer ,

The target age chile Watches lots of television and television

.
has lots of commercials. How does the child react to theM - cogni-

tively, ,emotionally and in terms of his

s ..
Once a child is 7-8 years old, he.has a pretty-good, dneerstand-.

,i-h9 of the codes and conventions of,advertising", With very little

`guidance, children becoMe aware of the AphystcA) and functional fac-

=, .
.

tort which differentiate commercials from programsT, ,(3). By fouyth
.-,

. I. .%

gtade, students can comment on techhiemployed tnl..tr,coqstruc-

,, tion of commercials. (6) This ability:to'4cOdetOrAmercials in-
..., .

. -, .', -.

. 'creases Ath age, relative 'cognitive dev'elopmenS and eiPerience with
.,, .4.

the medium. -For example, 99% of the fifth Traders, 88% of 4e third 1Th'

graders and ,50% of the first ,graders in onpstudy showed some under-
0 4.

standing of the perseasive;motive of coMMei-dia18.,.(84)
,

With age comes an increasing disendhantment with commercials-. .

At about age five, children begin to char4dierfze advdrtising in
Is it\ =

geperalAs "annoying," "time consuming" and "untruthful." (10)

One study indicates that children's antipathy'4s base on the

manner in which commercials intrUdelnto theirfiewing, particularly .

at peaks of=tension or iUspense. '(68) Another study showed that
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56% of the fifth graders, 68% of ,the third graders aopi50% of the
.

.

first grader.816attributed an "assistive intent" tq comme 4lials, i.e.
.

-

thaf commercials "tell you about things." -(84) i
1,

y.
Y
Y . e

Thus, thinking of commercials as providing.information. 1
i

..n, ,
i

increases with geto a point, then begins to decline. This finding
. ,

i
. .

.

supports the data on children's4owing distrust of commercials

;
, 1.

with age.
A

t I.

. Interviews with 5-12 year olds that asked Ghildren'4o recall i

. .
.

% .

their favorite commercial showed most children recalled food ad- I

1

IIi

vertising. Entertainment (humor, good music,"cartoon) Was cited 1

as a reason forJiking a coomercial. Disliked,cOmmercis were --

« t

considered boring'and dull. Most of the children did nat ,believe

that ads always tell the truth: Older children (11-12) '',often sus-1

petted the motives of commercials, i.e. to sell means t6 resort

\\\ .

.to untruth. (51)'
,

,
.

Ob'serxers of 54hrough 12.yearolds found that#attetiOn to

commercials was highest at the beginning of a program. iAt'the

commeiCiiramet; 11-12 year olds were more lilIly to M4ke a dis-

like response, whilechildren under 10 would say thin ike "no:*

C.

watch this, this is a good one."- (63)

Actual consumer behaVior is somewhat counter tp expectatiOnd

According to one study, children's desire for products they see ad-

vertised anii their requests to par is to buy these products, hardly

decline at all with age. Heavy vie ers ask for advertised products
0

1
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-----more-often than their lighter viewing peers. (59) (10). Another

4 researcher found a decline with age in attempts by children to

influence parential purchases (food purchases-were the only pro-

ducts considered in this study): Still, 36% oftpe third graders

" and 28 % -of sixth graders tried to influence parental food pur-

_ chases. One-thin of the third and sixth graders frequently re-

quested specific brands. (74)

Whether theype commercials or not, it seems that children

are persuaded - at -lea ventAeeq - by them.

Evidence shows'that much of the concern about the "duping" 1

of the child by commercials js more properly directed toward children

younger than the POWERHOUSE target age. By 8.or 9, a child is very

suspicious. It is very ivortani:to him not to appea'r foolish by

not understanding what Is going on. Watching this age group watch-

ing a magician is a good illustration of this point.. They challenge

his every move: "Oh, I know how you do that." If they are close

enough, they will even attempt to look up his sleeve or under'his

jacket for a vanished object. Once, a child has\this basic capacity

to distinguish fantasy from reality and his perspectives from those

of others, he has a reasonable chance of appraising the trustworthi-

ness of particular information or influence.

L
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Advertising, the most familiar form of persuasive programming,

has two functions: ,

, 1. to intrease and-reinforce what a person knows about
a product;. and
Pr

2. .to fOrestall'forgetting Ur decay). (28)

-.Etianging a person's attitudes or behavior, as opposed to rein-

forCing presentAattitudesor activating those a'lread predisposed,

.is beyond the scope of most advertising evept when:

The attitude orbehavior is
individual.

The person has no predisph.
People may be affected b
they have not yet formed
product.

of little importance to the

itions toward the prdduct.
w product,advertiiing because
gative attitudes toward the

,

The factors that normally favor maintenance of the status
quo, favor change. If our friends begin buying color tele-
visions we are !bore likel.y to be influenced by advertising

for color televisions. (16) .

Much of the advertiser's'approach, to the audience is based upon

instinct. However, there appearsto be some basic rules of thumb'

that most agree should-be recognized before designing a message,

. The importance of agreement between audio and video; the need

,

for simplicity and the communicaon of a single message; he

issue of "believability:," and the 'relationship between "liking" and

lffectivend?s are Someof the most frequently mentioned factors:

Other,issues that may be broadly defined 'as ones of approach

are the design of the'appeal, the selection of format; the role of

the endorser or talent, the function armusic and the use of color.

-
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A discussion of each of these approach. variables 4s presented/
next. In an effort to minimize jargon, each variable is introduced

by a simple declarative statement. This is usually followed by a

discussion supporting the statement. Some issues, like the purpose

r and design of the humorous appeal are discussed in many facets

because references to the use of humor in advertising are abundant

in the literature. Others, like that of the quiz show format, are

included-because it was felt the information might have some use-

'fulness to the POWERHOUSE production team. A discussion of program

environment factors -- length, position and repetition -- concludes

Section II.

1. The Advertisers Approach

When the video and the audio illustrate an identical
point in a message, recall is improved.

There are four variables present in television programming:

picture, print (written words), voice and sound. Each one can be

manipulated by the producer in obvious ways. There is general

N agreement that video, particularly pictures, is the most power-

ful ofthe'variables, as illustrated in the anecdote below:

A television commercial for a proprietary remedy said
that it neutralized acid in the stomach and showed it
dissolving a beaker labelled "stomach acid." The voice-.

over clearly stated what was going on. However, most

respondents thought it had been dissolved in water and
concluded that it was recommended to be takep, Tn water.

In descending order of thgir ability to generate recall, the

four variables rank as follows:

27 -16-
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'picture - the image on the screen;

'print - the use of printed words or letters;

. 'voice - the actual spoken line;

'sound - all audio except voice (i.e. music.)

Among combinations of three,-picture, print and voice obtain the

highest. ranking. Voice, print and sound rate lowest. Effective-
41

ness is enhanced when picture, print a voice illustrate an

identical point in a message. '(5)

Clearly, non-verbal communication plays a most important role

in advertising. It can work powerfully to associate a product with

desired (or undesired) connotations. In addition, it can sometimes
, .

avoid the risk pf arousing explicit objections to direct claims

which verbal communications may face. (4)

Loading the commercial with a lot of words and little
visual interest is the equivalent of putting all the
fine print on the front of the package.

o

No gatter how Straightforward or oversimplified the presenta-

tidli of a commercial may Seem to those preparing it-, the average

viewer cannot be expected to gain more than a general imprekion

Apt' of what the message is about. (6)

The commercial should, therefoi.e, be designed for high visi-

bility and'distinctiveness. Eases of product identification should

be the objective. The need is not to abandon words but to use them

Tess indulgently than pictures. (73) A good 60 second,comercial,

93
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for example, may have only 25 seconds of copy. The rest of 'the

time is used to set up a situation, to get interested, to lead the

viewers gently into the tory and leavethem with something memor-

able: (39)

Four key elements ve been identified as good Predicators

of memorability. Each one is associated with simplicity:

ictoral value - To what extent,does the picture assist
the sound tract in getting the cOpy message across?

Empathy - Does the message speak-to the viewer personally?

Interest - How well does the commercial resist boring, the
viewer?

.Clarity - Does e Commercial speak straight rather than
imply, and avoid talking, in riddles? (30)

Complexity of presentation and a great-variety of visual cues

may distract the viewer from the Main prindiples of'the presentation.

There are times when distraction isUsed effecti4ely, but this is

always manipulated by thegoducer...not an unexpected outcome: (62)

In general,'"liking" is probably not positively
associated with effectiveness.

There is some evidence that there are top aspects of interest:

stimulation and enjoyment. Stimulation is represented by such

descriptions as: "imaginative," "startling," "novel.." Enjoyment

is represented by descriptions such as "entertaining," "pleasant,"

V "amusing." Some studies indicate that the former grciup

stimulation -- is more strongly associated with effectiveness than
r

2J
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the latter, which has more to do with liking. (41)

,

Unpleasant things may be learned as readily as pleasant things.

The most ineffective stimuli are those which.arouse no emotional
-,

response. (7)

'41' '. .

e.'

Wholehearted belief of advertised claims is not expected.
--....

.

There.is some evidence that viewers look upon advertising as

a "game." Descriptions and claims are expected to be-somewhat

exaggerated and are not to be taken literally. HoWever, there are

clearly established bo n s within which the advertiser is expected

to stay in order to pl fairly. It is assumed that both advertiser

and the viewer under a the "rules." What matters to the advertiser
6.

ts

9

'is whether the con umer believes whit it is intended he should

believe about the product, not what the claims literally say. The

advertiser's ultimate goal is to stimulate the consumer's "curious
e

non-belief," (i.e. "I don't know whether the claim is true or not,

but I am interested to 'try the product.")

One persuasive device used to stimulate curious non-belief is

the use of statements or arguments with which the consumer will

almost certainly agree in order to get him in the. right frame of.

mind to eceive new information or arguments. ,

The first time the consumer is exposed to th.e commercial he

makes a very general "what's this all about" judgment. At this stage,

the ad loses any chance of being believed uriless it is somehow related

,-19-
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to previoutly developed beliefs, interests or attitudes. (31)

a. Design of Appeal

Match appeal with group predisposition, if known or
assumed.

40

PreSenting both sides of an argument is more effective
If the target audience is initially opposed to the
issue.

The one=sided argument is more effectilwith those
initially favoring the communicator's position.

When the distance is small between the viewer's own stand and

the position advocated by the commercial, the viewer is likely to

see the message as being fair and factual and to think it is even

cqoser to his own stand than it actually is.

Factors which interact to make an individual more or less

predisposed to 'be influenced by any particular communicatfbn are:

1. The physical and economic reality that an individual
experiences;

2. The indixiidual's p2rsonality; and

3. The social environment in whiCh he lives. (16)

Once the viewer focuses attention on an ad, the message must

find its way to the viewer's'already existing etudes toward the

product without being side-tracked. No single fr(Wertisement is likely

to be believed if belief requires the viewer to change his mind

about a product. Unless the consumer is already "sold," adoption

of products (or behaviors) can take months, even years.

31 -20-
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-The consumer' should be able to recognize easily that the message

o

relates to the advertised produci in a way -Ole is relevant to his

own needs and interests. 01) (41)

The.rationatappeal should be believable.*
7

The advertiser must not promise more than a potential user

thinks the product will deliver. As an illustration:

A product performs exceptionally well in tests.
The only problem is that the test results are so
remarkable that very feW people believe the claimi
enough to try'the'pi-oduct. The advertiser is
unable to convince potential customers of the
exceptional,performance of the product, he might
be better advised if less were claimed for the
product. (16)

The minimal fear appeal is more effective than the
strong fear appeal.

When fear is strongly aroused but not adequately relieved by

the reassurances contained in a commercial, the audience may ignore

Iv or minimize the importance of the infoimation presented.. (16) In

one research study the authors suggested that one reason for this

reaction is that subjects exposed to the strong fear appeal showed

more resentment toward the communicator and,were more likely to

reject the whole message.'

The experience .of,early anti-drug public service campaigns

supports this reSe h. Wilpthe strong.fear approach was used,

personal experiences or first -hand reports by peers to the contrary

served to seriously educe the credibility of the producer. If

A
* Being believable and bejng believed are distinct.

-21-
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people can rationalize their rejection of an'argument by saying

"That isn't how things are at all," or He doesn't have my problems."
A

communication will be impeded. (411),

Rumor is emotion..

There is evidence to suggest that attention, learning ana

comprehension are all affected by the emotional environment in which

a message is preented. (54) Some advertising strategists believe

that emotional appeals are superior to rational appeals; and that

humor -- to the extent that it functions as a positive reinforcer --
or

is more effective than fear. (66) ,zs,

In general, however, humor in advertising its like seasoning'

in food. A little-enhances the flavor,,toopuch applied with a

heavy hand overpowers without improving. Fdrther, when used in

advertising it should be in tune with any major emotion that is

inherent in the nature of the product. Humor is.inappropriate when

the message involves an element of fear li.e. the discussion of

disease). (37)

Exaggeration, even though not soliciting conscious belief from

the viewer, can sometimes put a point more dramatically Jill.any

other means. Humor is form of exaggeration. (81)

34

The first job of humor is to attract4attention and.
then *part pleasant information leadAng to e 1

soft sell.

Humorous advertisements haV been defined as those' containing:

1 33 22
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r situation or characters; it has a)strong point of identification.

Dither the characters must* real, recognizable people who reaqt

,?`

A pun - the humorous use of a word or phrase in a way
that suggests two interpretations.

Understatement -'represehting something as less than
is the case.

Joke - speaking or acting without seriousness.
-41111,

Something ludicrous - that which is laughable orjOdiculous.

Satire/Sarcasm - used to expose vice or folly.

Irony - the use of words to exprers.the opposite of what'
one really means. (42)

A successful comedy spot makes the audience empathize with the

in a believably human way to an absurd or incongruous situation,

or the situation must be ordinary and elievable but involve

slightly daffy characters whose reactions are amusing or ironic.

(71)

A funny voice doesn't Make a spot funny. What makes a spot

funny is a real voice saying funny'things or reacting to a funny

premise. (71)

A
Humor for the sakeN-of humor is ,not:thought to sell.

There is a considerable debate on the effectiveness of humor

in persuasive communications. While most advertisers agree that'

if used correctly, humor enhances attention, the degree of message

comprehension is questioned. However, even proponents ofhumor

caution that a humorous appeal must be relevant, Perceived as-

-23-
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funny and dOecteCiLat the product not the potential user. . (6i) (42)

This does not mean that a humorous commercial should make fun of the

product, rather it should have fun with the product. (71)
3,

Few advertising'fates could be worse than to wind,up establish-
.

in§'the produc merely as being ire by a sponsor with a wonderful
11

sense ofhumor. Humor is only ..helpful when it is woven rntb the ,

product story.
4

When humor fails it is usually because it tries too hard and

' becomes too forced to be funny; it makes the mistake of making

fun of the product or diverts attention from "the sales story rather

than emphasizing it.. (37)

!Humor that induces a smile or chuckle is far'
more effective than humor which results in a
_belly laugh.

If the viewer gets lost in the laugh, the product is obliterated

by the comedy. Even if the product is not the obje4401 the humor,

it should'always be the object of the spot, the-pivotal element.

Product awareness is 'the key,. It's°a sure sign of failure
va 1/4

+ t

when the listener laughs uproariously and later repeats the, spot's

.1111arlous lines, but cannot remember what the product was. (71)

Further, Wcommercials are to repeat, it must be remembered

that the best jokes don't bear muchoretelling. (8l) Commercials

whose single point of humoris,a gag or punch line appear Io wear

out quickly. ,(28Y'HumorobS commercials that tell a story build up

-24-
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a constant sense of anticipation.. (36)

Humor ma enhance source c' ibilit

In one study, a dull communication.was presented ,in both a

humorous and serious version. The source was more highly rated when

he presented the humorous rather than serious version of the appeal.

. -

If it'is agreed that-most commercialgar1e perceived to be dull,

then the addition of humor may enhance the audiencei,s oerception

of the message 'source. (66) If it's done well, humor can establish

the'advertiser as modern, wise and not stuffy. (81)

,

Humor is effective in driving home the rtdiculou ess

of outmoded practice. (37)

Humor is effective in telling' a simple story. (37)'

HumorAjaracts an audience.

\This is one reason some advertisers are Opoied to the use of

humorous appeals. However, distraction also inhibits those audience

members Who'initially oppose the.arguments advanced in a commercial.

-

In one study, increasing the:level pf distractjonthrQugh.

humor caused "a decrease in counter - argumentation and an incr ease

in persuasion.' (66):

't
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Humorous messages may, detrimentally affect
comprehension. (66)

. While humorous comm e recalled more frequently than'errar
non-humorous, recall of the pnoducts or services promoted is much

higher for non-humorous ads. (54)

)

Humor is subject to a high rate of failure.
e4

humor is not the easiest ofskills and is apt to misfire more
, .

-
...../

an a serious approach. It tends to be highly se'ective, steering

a course between being over some viewers' heads and being too corny

for others.

It can Dave the impression with the viewer that the advertiser

is apologetic about his brand and doesn't feel his story is worth

preSenting on its merits.
4

Humor seems less likely to ga awry in animation. (81) This

may be one reason why humorous advertisements are,more likely to

contain animation. (42) A

Use of a variety of appeals to communicate the same
message improves the chance of persuading greater,
numbers of people. t

The use Of a ariety of appeals for the same message providesr

the advertiser, two advantages.:

1. ,It incfeases the,possibility triggering of one or
more predisposing attitudes.

2. It allows' the advertiser to repeat the product story
several ways without arousing the wrath of the listener`
who might be irritated by constant repetition of the
same appeal. (16)

")
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Regardless Of the type of appeal selected, two elements
are necessary: "belongingness" and "satisfiers."

"Belongingness" means that thiclements to be learned must seem

to belong together, must show some form of relationship or sequence.

A

For example, it is easier to learn 2, 4, 6, 8 which seems to belong

together, than to learn 2, 1, 4, 7,,43, which do nots-

;s4w
"Satisfies" are real or symbolic rewards, as distinguished

from annoying consequences that may be present in the learning

process.

In many learning experiments, it has been demonstrated that,

merely to say the word "right" when the person is making the correct

response helps.to speed up the learning process.t.

4

b. Selection of 'Format

Animation attracts children the way a porch light at-
.

tracts bugs.

Animation, appears to have undeniable visual appeal just because

it creates something fantastic 7- unreal. It seems to prompt the

audience to respond with a free'l#Nociation of images. It is able

'to 'achieve a balance of fantasy and -realism that often sets the

appropriate tone for a sales message. (1)

Animation can be used effectively:

To portray+phenomena unphotographable from real life
, (i.e. the inner workings of an atom.

-To exaggerate something tfe filmmaker wants the audience
to notice.

I



To depict a setting that would be costly or
impOssible to build.

To make a dull or possibly embarrassing subject
digestible. (8)

Some product types that have benefited from animation are:

The low interest product - here the cartoon can .

stimulate attention to cloak the story in more
interesting terms.

The fun product - "brand personality" is tailored
along with t4 technique (i.e. Levi jeans).

The new look at an old product.

Selling services - i.e. "walking throUgh the yellow
pages." (50)

Using animation aq a teaching tool requires some
thoughtvabout how childrenlearn.thought,about

thoughts on animation as,a teachingtool:

An unfamiliar object is more likely to be seen. and
understood when it is presented in drawn an4mation in a
position ,in which it would normally be seen, than when
it i$ displayed at an unusual angle.

An object framed by Tines that are not parallel to the
television screen will result in the child viewing the
object as 'tipped at an angle, and .therefore may be '
confusing to the learner; especially if the objectis
unfamiliar to begin with.

Children will be better able to distinguish an object
as a figure'in drawn animation when shading and
corners are used to emphasize the relevant objects but
not the irrelevant background.

When sevAIP1 objects are depicted in drawn animati ,

the brightest (most well illuminated) ones will
dominate.

Animated elements will assist learning when the ele-'

°-28-



ments-ar6.cues relevant to the learning task. Con-,
,versely, when irrelevant elements are animated, they act
as distractorssand therefore inhibit learning.

Drawn animated sequences thatbegin with realistic but
simple picturesand then progress to more abstract
visualizations will facilitate, concept learning. (8)

_se

r Animation that is drawn, as opposed to pixilated or
rotoscoped, may be for providing generalized
visual examples.

An animated dos, for example; is non-specific. Cartoon dogs

(Pluto for example) employ features that make them distinguishable

: as dogs without resembling any specific real dog. The learner is

not distracted by features and distinguishes one specific example

from all aihers. The Animated sequence should include many genera-
..prtort 1.

lized examplesof dogs to facilitate thelearning of the concept

"dog" to a greater degree. '-'(8).

Young persons, like adults, generally believe that
teleVision,news is credible. (15)

This is supported in the focus_interviews conducted for POWER-
. 41(

HOUSE. Every child indicated that the news was. "time" and that

they "would believe" it if they were told a fact on. the news-.

Furthers thenews and information format appears to be a

blossoming category in the children's field' -- particularly on the

Total level. (65)

Based on a survey of 6-11 year old dhildren, -news watching and

informati6n gain increased with age. Twenty=three percent of the



sixth graders reported.frequent news watching. Crimes, murders

and disasters were among the news topics children checked most

frequently. The least popular topics dealt with government stories

and "What the President said." The children tended to see tele-

vision news as being about bad or-sensational events rather than

good or neutral events.

Bays preferred stories about sports and space shots more often

than girls. Girls preferred stories about doctors helping people,
o

and other human interest topics. However, crimes, murders, disas-

ters and children were the most frequently checked topics'for both

sexes.

At least 75% of the children in all grades ranked television

as the first or second choice as the best place to get news. (21)

Quiz shows are useful for transmitting hard,
objective facts.

Quiz shows might be well used as summaries or reviews for cer,

tain courses of study. They are also effective in giving up-to-date

facts on changing phenomena. A72)

Most commercial programs dealing with health exploit
the dramatic potential of medical crisis.

.These programs-t to reinforce the notion that a1,1 health

problems can be solved simply by going to the doctor or hospital.
,

This retards -the efforts of health educators to. make the public un-

derstand that a healthy lifestyle is the best method of maintaining
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good health.

.In a study of health informaticin during a week of television

it was found that only 7.2% of the time was devoted to health material

and that 70% of the information presented was misleading, inaccurate

or both. Nonetheless, 48% of the people questioned felt they got

something useful from watching health programs. (47)

4

Learning j aided by active actice. (28)

Where possible, practice should be distributed over several-

periods. Brief, concentrated and temporarily high pressure tac-

tics should.be avoided.'

Practice in smalOamounts spread out over longer periods of

time is also more effective for learning of verbal material. (32)

When teaching people'to master skills, it is better
to show the performance in.the samg_way as the learner
would see it if he were doing the job himself. .

When illustrating a sequence of acts the viewer is expected,

to repeat, it. may be better to employ a subjective camera angle so

that the viewer can see the demonstration in the same way they would

see it.if they were doing it themselves. (7)

A researcher (Gagne) suggestsa method of,teachinT
concrete concepts.is

1. Presentan example pf,theeconcept and tell what the
concept is veribalV

,
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2. Show another example and repeat the concept.

3. Give a negative example and say this is not an ex-
ample of the concept.

4. Give another negative example.

5. Show an example that includes both positive and
negative instances of the concept.

6. Test the learner with an example and ask her to
derive from its the part that indicates the concept. (8)

c. The Role of the Endorser

IdentifiCatilbn with television characters seems to
change around eight years old.

With young children, children's programming seems to be pre-

ferred; adult shows watched by younger children reflect the family's

taste and habits rather than the. child's. Some results indicate

that children begin to, take a personal interest in adult progf.amming
vki

at about age eight. . While they still view children's shows; they

become more critical of them. Both the child developmental litera-

ture and the results of the focus interviews conducted for POWERHOUSE

support the idea that children in our tariet age range, while still

watching children's programdIng; are moreijiikely to cite adult

. programming as "favorite." (26).

/1

Two types of identification with television characters
seem to operate: similarity and wishful identification.

Both are dependent upon the individual characteristics of the

child, and factors such as sex, ethnicity and social situation are

43
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important. However, it has been shown that children identify with

mass media figures like themselves. Boys identify with boys, children

frpm varigus social'classes identify with figures representing their

social class. One exception to this pattern is that girls will,

on occasion, identify with male characters. Boys do not normally

display this flexibility.

Wishful identification is based on the child's desire to be

like he hero or heroine. Results indicate that similarity/iden-

tification is more characteristic of realistic programming, while

wishful ,identification is encouraged by clearly fictional or fantasy

programs. (2&)

There are different types of endorsers.

Threy types of endqrsers are frequently used in advertising:

1. The cqlebrity - an individual known to the public for his"
or hei. achievements in areas other than that of the pro-

.

duct endorsed.
.

2. The professional pr recognized expert - an individual or
group possessing superior knowledge regarding the Koduct.

3. The typical consumer - an ordinary person wJ30 isexpected
to have. no special knowledge of the product except that
acquired by normal use.

The'effectiveness of thelpokesman pouldbe evaluated in terms

of his or her ability to induCe consumers to like the product, not

in terms of his or her personal likability or popularity. .(43) .

One recent study found support for the following conclusions-4

If the major risk inherentin the product is social and/or
psychological, the celebrity would be'the best endorser,
i.e. Farrah Fawcett for a shampoo.
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For complex prOducts 'high in financial, performance or phy-
sical risk, the advertiser should select the expert endor-
ser, i.e. E.F. Hutton on financial matters, Billy Jean King
for tennis racquets.

7

For products with little inherent risk, the advertiser
should choose a typical consumer endorser, i.e. Oscar Meyer
franks, most children's cereals, snack foods: (27)

Regardless of the endorser selected, a rule of thumb is that models

'should handle and/or be invcped with the product. (42)

It should be noted that messages attributed to persons held

in high esteem influence change in opinion more than messages from

persons not so well known, but after several'weeks both messages

seem equally effective. The implication here is that it may not be

essential to employ high priced, well known talent in testimonials

when tryipg to build a long range favorable climate for a product.

.(7) NJ

Andther study found that details of character's appearance are

not as important as qualities of action and story. (60)

An endorser should project a trustworthy image.

Some attributes that an endorser should possess in order to in-

duce attitude change are trustworthiness, expertise, similarity,

attractiveness and lik6bleness. The most important of these is

trustworthiness. Without it, any other quality possessed. by the

communicator is not effective in producing attitude change. (27)

4 5'
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Sex and race are factors in identification and
appeal of endorser.

For females., recall is enhanced when a commercial affords female

identification. .(6) Yet unlike boys, girls have also been persuaded

by opposite sex endorsers. (26) (31) ,

Girls who saw a commercial in which girls were playing with tra-

ditionally male-oriented toys (cars) were far more likely to feel

that it was appropriate for girls to be playing with them and were

slightly more desirous of doing'so. (18)

While both sexes respond to'both types, boys respond better

to purely physical treatments, girls to more social or interpersonal

ones. (60) , .

m
.

Blacks who viewed a commercial where white children were.play-
a..

ing with a product choose to play with it more. often than Blacks who
, .

viewed a black Child playing with the toy. (18)

Further, they degree of persuasiveness of a humorous commercial

may be endent upon ethnicity. In another study, commercials

rated as "very funny" by white children were not considered .funny

,

by black children. (361-
i

,.

,

Products that are advertised as containing a premium
or prize are effective.

Three-versions of the same commercials are tested. Each- was

identical in terms of talent and selling points., The role of the

endorser was manipulated as follbws:

, ir

4 3'

Nes
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Host selling - the program talent also advertised the
product..

Announcer - an unseen voice.

Premium - a gift or prize was offered with purchase of
the product,:

Children consistently selected the product that promised the

prize, with younger children more likely than older ones.to select

the product on that basis al6ne. The host-selling appeal was next

most effective, with the announcer appeal least effective of the

three. (34)

Children like animals.

Children /s interest in and identification with animals is well

documented.

Animals in the mass media are often portrayed as kind, intelligent

and slightly mischievous creatures who are sometimelithreatened by,

but helpless against, danger. 141' other words, animals are given

the samerole in relation to the child as the child often has in

relation to adults. Identification seems to occur when'the animals

are perceived to be persanified. (26)

Cartoon animals generate pleasant associations. -

Cartoon animals'alone are thought to be-more effective, on the

average, than cartoon people,or ca'toon people and animals together.

Three ppints may be useful to bear in mind:

.4 -36-
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1. A number of commercials were tested in which animated crea-
tures were subjected to gunfire and other forms of harhss-
Ment. This approach proved ineffective. (This is contrary
to full length animated programming where animals are sub-
ject to poundings, long distance falls and smashings with
regularity.)

2. Cartoon,aimals should not be involved in a hard sell.

3. Like everything else in the message, cartoon animals
should be involved in the action. (Don't use the ani-
mals just because they are "cute.")

On the negative side., cartoon animals generate low remembrance

of sales ideas. But, they are usually extremely well liked, so;

their motivating poweride, they may create an attitude of good

Will toward the message.

d. Use of Musi

Jingles with melodies borrowed from old or .pew folk
songs, and with words that are fan,to sing wll-give
the message long lasting bounce and. a life of its own.

`follow the bouncing ball may be effective*-

howing the words to a commercial jingle on the screen has been

used suc,essfully. Even if the children do not sing along,.thit

AF
technique may aid attention.. (See When the video and the audio e.

illustrate an identical point in a message, recoil is imprbved,"

page .abo

Guess the last line of the jingle is another effective
technique.

Use of thisapp^oach will get te child thinkfng about the ad-

*"bouricing bait" is 'oprietary..

--37- 43'
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vertised product as long as the jinglyis directly relatdd to the

product.,

e.. Use of Color

Brighter colors get more attentionipan softer colors.

Research seems to bear out the theory that the red end of the

spectrum has the higher attention value. However, greens and blues

have more soothing effects and a higher preference record in hold-
.

ing continuing interest.

Color, balance and weight should also be kept in mind, and the

following chart may be used as a guide in selecting colors when no

other basis is available.

Cdlor Positive Factors

Red .-wirmth

excitement
04.

Yet flow cheerfu1.

light .

Blue cool

serene

Negative Factors Complementary Color

danger green
anger

dishonesty purple (blue)
sensational

depressing yellow (orange)
mel-anchol ic

Green nature-youlh ell
.

cool in tht , re

lijter hues ' ,!

,

. AN1 4

*4464-.00' v
When legibility ii a factor (as in captioning) various colors

red (pink)

1. .b'la'ck on yellow

2. green on white
'3. blue on white

4., white on blue --
5. black on white
6. yellow on black

ik'a,

have been ranked as follows:

7. white on red
8. whiteon orange
9. white on black

10. red on yellow
11. 'green on red
12. 'red on green (80)

40
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2. The Program Env i ronment
.

-Program environmental issues are frecidently discussed an the
A.

literature: The research covers three broad categories':

Repetition or the number of, times. a commercial can or .

shpul d. be shown.

Position or placement of the commercial for optimal
effectiveness.

Length or the amount of time devoted to the message.

Wi

ti

. .
.

0 ,
Clutter creaSet confusion. r..,./

,

Clutter ps ally consists of the doting 011toard Of one pro:.
1 " S

gram and the op ningcredits of another
'

spot commercials, station.,
.;-

identfficatiod and PSAs, (78); The f clutter appear to be

lh'greatest o entlonxecall arid cognitive r Anse. 09)
' ° ti-414 4i (

9 Al gh'thit implies that the single 'commercial in an island
sh.

post is d be more effecti ve, this is not neceisarily the case.

It seems that the se4soaftmepphor applies to cluttex as it did

to humor. 9`i,pn-p4Ogram materiaT(clutter)l'S 1.,;44(e seasoning in food.
, ek0 4

A little enhances the flavor"Vio much' lied with a heavy hand

overpowers wi thout .improvi ng

- =
I V,

4.

46
,g

Contrasting the program enviffnwent e9dYthe ad may
positively-affect attention.' .cf

;ow

Humorous commertials were recalle'krp:e requently than'non-
4

.

humorous when presented within both a doogpri d an action-
. Al t

adventure program format. Conversely, rion -hum- ou commercials

44.
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had a_bigher recall rate when shownhithin a situation comedy vogram.

. This suggests that ads may be more effective when they-contrast

with the program environment within which they appear. This would

at least partially explain why humorous ads are recalled more fre=

quently in the serious documentary and action-adventu're setting than

i) the humorous. situation comedy setting. (48)

a.. Repetition

Each insert may be repeated three times for maximum
effectiveness.

There is general agreement that repetition of-the same commer-

cial results in stronger effects than a single exposure. A variety

of research procedures suggest that three exposures may provide

optimal effectiveness.

Exposure number one is unique. Like the fi;i14xposure
:of anything, the reaction is dominated by a "What is it?"
response. Expbstire number two replaces the "What is'it?"
with "What of it?" That is, having appreciated the nature
of the new information the viewer can now.shift,to a ques-
tion of whether or not it has personal relevAnce. Another.
unique response to the second exposure is "Ah ha, I've seen
this before." The virtde Of this response is that t permits
the viewer to pick-up where he left off before. This nay
be'where the "sale" occurs.

The third exposure is the reminder. That is, if the second
was successful in relating information of some personal
consequence, this is also'the beginning of withdrawal of
attention. (44)

This thr e expowe phenomenon is only operational when the

viewer is a le to see how the information provided 'in the first

exposyre is reie-vant to him or her on a personal level. Members



t

of the audience must interpret or perceive correctly what action

or attitude is desired by the communicator otheyMay not remember

the message even afjr seeing the commercial many times. (83) (79)

(35)
9

b. Position

The pattern of breaks should vary.
alp

Viewers seem very well 'attuned to the patter of breaks on their

favorite shows. Results from two studies showed that viewers dis-

played less attention, recall, cognitive response and attitude

response when the commercial pattern is typical for the program.

This sense of program pattern allows viewers to avoid being strongly

affected by commercials. (79) (57) (85)

In another study, commercial breaks were varied beaeen program

material of 1.5 and 23 minutes. They found that the relationship

between the length of a preceding program interval and the viewing

of the following commercial break was inverse: That is, the longer

the program was on, the more likely it was for the viewer to be
%

inattentive to the,material presented in the break. (35)

Position in, a commercial string is critical.

Once 4diW, the magic number three arises. In one study, com-
,

parisons.betWeen commercial breaks with one and three commercials

and twoand three commercials found that breaks of three commercials

were more effective than breaks consisting of either one or two

commercials. (35)

/
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The first position produces the highest recall and attention

scores in almost all-cases. Both scores decline somewhat for the

second, with another picrease evidejt for the third and final

announcement. (79) (57)

*ikC
c. Length

Length of the commercial is dependent upon the product.

Logically, it should be easier to hold someone's attention for

ten seconds than for sixty seconds, and some evidence supports he

logic. (48) (67) In addition, some advertising practitipneft main-
4

tain that short commercials are not only ideal as reminders Of

famous brands, but can do anything a minute can di), and do t more

efficiently.
.

One ad man's explanation for this is that the shorter commercial,
\\.

by necessity, cotitains fewer copy pointi; so tHat the viewer has

less to remember. The viewer will perceive more copy points in the
. .

longer message, but the points perceived tend_to be hose that arse,

less important in the purchase decision. 482)

On the other hand, the longer,(60 second) commercial may create

a better impression on the consumer, particularly when time.is used

to create-a mood rather than to increase the amp /mat of information
4'

a proiided. (82) (78) In addition, the longer commercials are more

effective when the purpose is to impart new information and when

learning (particularly demonitration) is necessary. (49)

53



mmeThe longer co cial enables the advertiser to fulily
demonstrate a concept. :

mood often needs time to be developed, and the longer comer-

ci, 1 may be more .effecti in promoting a high priced product. Fur-

ther, the longer commercial can help the advertiser take a demonstra-

ion from one step to the next in a more leisurely fashion.' (82)

Another advantage of the longer spot isithat, by'itscvery

length, it helps to avoid clutter. (78)

N
)

. . .

The 80-120 second break is more tolerated.

Three lengths of commercial breaks. were tested; short (60seco*

or less); medium (80-120 seconds) and long (190-or more seconds).

The Medium length was superior to either the long or the short break

in terms of both attention'and recall. (35)

Another study supports this point, finding that "commercials

in the 71-90 second group average e6ecially well." (39)

4
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The following suggestions for POWERHOUSE arewritten as simple

declaratiVe statements. The researchers felt that the POWERHOUSE

production team might find this format an easy Way to take a second

look at the information provided in the twb sections above.

Each statement is accompanied by page numbers thIt refer the

reader to the text for further information, Many of the statements

are direct quotes from the text and,can be easily identified. How-

ever, some are inferences made by Audience Profile Services' staff,

and the reader is asked to read the'statementand either accept or

'reject our inference.

Once again; the reader is asked to use this information as it

has been intended.
'

not as a prescription for programming, but as

fuel for the creative fire.

'
-

Suggestions*for POWERHOUSE

Text Page
.

C

A clear, simple statement of purpose, focusing on a
central problem, must besmade. .

A strong storyline is appealing to this age group.

6

6,9

Continuity is important. 9, 27

Visually presented information is better remembered
than orally presented' information. 6, 16 .*

The audio and video should agree for maximum effec- ,

tiveness. 16,18

Non-verbal communication can help to avoid the risk -

of arousing explicit objecitipn'g to-direat claims. , 18, 25

-44-



he written word is more effective than the spoken

word. Effectiveness is improved when the picture, .

the written word and the spoken word,a,Y1 illustrate
an identical point.

Text Page

16-17

As a rule of thumb, the spoken word in the commer-
cial should be limited to lessthan half the time
of the ad,'i.e. 25 seconds of copy in a 60 seconev
spot. 17-18

r

Young children are more likely to remember concrete
examples and specific statements. Older, ones are

better able to make generalizations. 11-12

The message must speak to viewers personally and
show how the product can affect their lives today. 18, 21V40

Ease of product identification is the objective.
There must be a product.

Ads should not try to change attitudes or behavior.
They should concentrate upon reinforcing what is
already known and believed, or activate those al-
ready predisposed toward tide message.

Liking is not necessarily prerequisite for effec-

tiveness. Children don't like" commercials.

'Exaggeration is expected.
,

eTaiths should Ukbelievable.

Begin by using arguments with which the viewer OW
almost certainly agree, i.e. You Want to be strong
don't' youl" 19-22.

Use a one sided argument when the viewer islikely
to agree with yoyr position, 20-21_

17,.24, 33,
35, 37-38

20, 26

12-14, 18-19

19, 22

"21-22, 22-23

Use a two sided argument when the viewer is likely
to be initially opposed to your position.

*
Topics with emotional appeal serve well as a struc-

.

..ture onto which factual information can be added,

20,

6

Emotionalappeals may be more effective than rational'

appeals. 22

-45-
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Text Page

The appeal must be in tune with the major emotion
evoked by the prodUct. It may be inapprOriate to
use humor when discussing a disease: 22

If fear appeal is selected; it should not be strongly
aroused.

Humor should be directed. at, the prodpct, not the
potential user. It ,should portray having fun with
the product,, not make fun of the product.

Variety of format will help increase appeal, avoid
alienating those who. are "turned off" by a particular.
appeal and increase the possibility of triggering
predispOting attitudes.

The child is able to distinguish fantasy from reality.

See discussion of animation as a teaching tool.

imation may be more effective for the younger child
in our target audience than for the older ones.

Quiz shows are useful for transmitting hard, objective.
facts.

Learning is aided by active practice.

When you want the viewer to learn something, build
in a reward.

23-24,

7, 26-27

8-14

27-29

3-5

30°

31-32

22,27

See discussion of Gagne's method of teaching con-
crete concepts. 31-32

Contrast the ad and the program for increased
attention. 39-40

The subjective camera angle is best for demonstra-
tions. 31

The news format is believable and of interest to the
target age child. 6, 29-30

To the extent that humor acts as a positive rein-
forcer, it.may be more effective than fear.' 22

Humor should involve an element of believability.
0

.Humor that induces a smile or chuckle is more
effective, than humor that results.in a belly laugh.

ti
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Text Page

Humorcan distract the audience and 'prevent their
rehearsing counter arguments. 25

Recall for product or services is higher for
nop-humorous messages. 26

Humor is'subject to_a high rate of failure. 24-26

Personified cartoon.animals alone may be more
effective than either cartoon people or cartoon
animals and people together. 36-37

The well known person is more persuasive in the
short term than one not well known, but over time
both are equally effective. 34 ,

The product should be the most important factor
in selecting the endorser. 33, 35

There are three types of endorser:
celebrity, expert and average consumer. 33

Wishful identification operates when the viewer
wants tc be like the hero or heroine. 32-33

Show kids, rather than adults, teaching specific
concepts. If present at all, adults should always
be secondary characters.

Show Blacks and other minorities involved in pro-
social situations, avoid using them'in humorous
situations.

7, 10-11, ,32-33

5, 11

Endorsers should handle the product. 34 0

An endorser should project a trustworthy image
over all'other attributes. Other attributes
important for endorsers are: expertise, similarity,
attractiveness and likableness.

Make it easy for the viewer to identify with the
characters and the sjtuation/.

Characters should behave in a normal manner in
their own environment.

-4
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The target age child's preference for television
programming is largely that produced as.1)ght

Text Page

adult fare. 32

Singing along helps to create interest in the
program. 7, 49

See "Use of Color" for two color effectiveness
charts. . 38

Inserts may be repeated three times for maximum
effectiveness. 40-41

Three messages per break have been shown to be
effective. .41.

The pattern of breaks should vary. 41

The 80-120 second break has been shown to be
effective.

,)

Avoid clutter. Clatter usua
closing billboard of one *program and the opening
credits of another, spolt.,:commercials, station
identification and FBAs.'

The first'position in a commercial string should
contain the most important message. The last
position should contain the next most important

4message.

Attention to commercials is highest at the be-
ginning of thp program.

Length of the insert should depend'upon the pro-
duct. A well knownrone requiring,no demonstration
is best kept short.

Th longer (670 second) commercial should use the
additional time to create a mood, not to' increaA
the amount of information presented.

Some thoughts on Captioning
(not referenced in the text)

43

39

.-: 41-42'

13

42

17-18, 42 -43

Captions deserve visual prominence. A large (28 scan line)
caption with easy to read characters is essential.

-48-
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79

Positjohcaptions on the screen according to who is speaking.
. If the voice is ofqamera, show the words on the top of the

screen.
., ,.

Don't. caption more than 120 words (about 15'captions) per
minute.

Li mit caption lengths-to two lines.

Caption in thought units.

Eliminate unnecessary punctuation. (19) (1694

1.,

t

-49-
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
y

CONDUCTED: FOR

POWERHOUSE ,.



act

INTRODUCTION TO POWERHQUSE ORIGINAL RESEARCH

,During the period preceding the actUal production of the

POWERHOUSE, pilot, the program went through a Series of develop-

mental stages. At each of these stages, decisions on content and

form were made, and at each of these stages, formative research

cl.arified.the parameters on which these decisions were based. ,

'. , .
Q . .

-A series of focus interviews with- 'target ad children

established the health knowledge information base that these

children would bring to their viewing of POWERHOUSE'. Feedback from

botO adults and children provided inforMation on the strengths
.

.
.

and weakness of,various approacqs' to the scripted drAa-portion ..

pf.the program:and on the various ideas that were being proposed

forprOgram inserts. .
.

1 1 V

Reaction to'POWERHOUSE print materials for parents and'.

. , 4
4L children, an evaluation -of a closed caption version of POWERHOUSE,

a field test of a rough cut of the pilot', and finally, the broad-

,o.

cast-of the program with a test market evaluation, were all part

be

41 4.

yof the year-long evaluation process.

m

C;
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SECTION I

FOCUS INTERVIEWS AND
FOLLOW-UP FOCUS
QUESTIONNAIRES

0 .

v

a
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Children's thoughts expressed in children's language were needdt

. to establish a realistic overview of the target age child's under-

standing Of.and interest in health 're;ated issues. To this end,

two sets of information gathering were conducted with a nationwide

sample of children. Thee first involved four-hour in-person focus
3

interviews on general nutrition and health habits, maturation,

physical conditioning and exercise, and drugs. Four different ver-
,

,sions of the follow-up focus questio1naire were administered, each

emphasizing one of the major topics covered in the focus interviews.

Thus, the personal interviews provided depth of information, the

folloW-up questionnaires provided the breadth obtainable in a larger

sample.,

1. Method

Selectior df children for the focus interviews was made by

t
asking teachers in six lacations nationwide to identify froM their

classes a "'peer opinion leader" in)the area of health-related

.activities. For this purpose, the definition of health included

physical-and mental health, nutrition, physical fitness, drug abuse,

sex education and human biology. Amoral questionnaire was

administered to each teacher to guide the selection of an\opinion

leader. The eightchildi'en selected were from Washington, D.C.;

,Fairfax County, Virginia; Los Angeles; California; Lafayette,

Indiana; Chevy Chase, Maryland; and Seattle, Washington. An

%,"



equal number of boys and girls were selected, Inging in age from

nine to twelve. Three of'the respondents were Black, the rest

were White. All focus interviews were conducted in December, 1979..

The interviews were one-to-one between researcher and

4
respondent. A total of 52 questions were asked, some written inby

_the child and 5om completed by the-researcher. The first hou?of
a

each interview took place over lunch at staurant of the child's

choosing. This provided a relaxed atmosphere and a natural oppor-

tunity for discussion. The remaining hours took place at( a nearby

quiet setting such as a local public library. Some of the topics

included in these interviews were: a description of the child's

typical day; knowledge of drugs, body systems and sex; what they

did and did not like about themselves; What they felt was goad.

about being a man and being a woman.

In January of 11580,,fifty-five children in Silver Spring,

. Maryland, and Oakland, California and groups of children in member-

-sT organizations in Charleston, West Virginia completed the

follow-up questionnaires. Regional evaluators contacted principals

and youth 'group leaders by phone, and made arrangements for

specific testing dates and times.

The topics that had been tovered in the focus .interviews were

divided into fu" categories: sex education, drugs, physical edu-

cation, and general health and nutrition. Thus, there were four

C6
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versions of the questionnaire, each withacommon beginning (asking

about the child's daily activities, eating habits and TV viewing)

and common'ending (an open-enderequest for suggestions pertaining

POWERHOUSE). The children were alsq asked to name their favorite

azinesNmusic groups and radio stations.'

-

The versions of the questionnaire were randomly distributed

among groups. Each -dfillja-n-iiii5Tetedcilily one.questionnaire.

2. Highlights From The Focu Interview.

a. Demographics ,

...

Eight target aged children, selected as described in the method

ove, participated in the focus interviews. They were evenly

ivided between males and females, and included four nine year olds,

two ten year olds, one eleven year old and one twelve year old.

Four of the' children were from the Washington, D.C. metro-area, two

from Seattle, Washington, one each from Lafayette, Indiana and

Los Angeles, California. Three were Black.

b. Family Background

five mothers were employed, three full-time. One father was

not present. Families appeared to be'a range of middle income

professional, and ranged in size from one to four children.

c. Membership in Youth Groups

,H9lf of the children belonged to membership organizations.

613-



Three of the:girls.belonged to 4H, YWCA and OW Scouts. One boy

belonged to the YWCA.

- d. Feelings and Aspirations

We asked children to complete threw "if".statements. The

results are shown below.

rf,they want to be successful they will:

try, try hard, work hard, concentrate, learn, think
\ and "put the pricelow.

If they want to show their love, they

show others love, help people, be happy, help. and
be.nice, be kind, not be mean and "buy A present."

If they want to take good ofthemselves, they will:
/

.

-4 eat, sleep and exercise right, not do dangerous things,
eat and exercise, brush and floss teeth, not get -into,
accidents, eat right and stay in shape, keep-,clean and
"do everything I need to." ,

e.. Knowledge of Drugs
. i

. -Children were asked to name drugs they had heard of and where
. .\

.,
.

0
.

they heard of them first. Twenty-two drugs mentioned two or more

times are:

(

laarijuapa or pot.
"Angel dust
PCP

cocaine

5

3

2

2

aspirin
/nose medicine
allergy pills

3

2

2,

Je
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Other drug mentioned once:
lf

-.',

opium' 'pen-1011yr
bongs (paraphernalia) 41ptll

,alcohol
.

'cough medicine
ts t

dope 'nervous pills"
snuff

i
ligyid coldmedioine

LSD' 1.% sugar cube _vaccine
,

?
vitamins- '...

. ,-
-,''l .1

Parents and TV were most freguentlythe places resiNndents first
g

heard of the drug they mentioned. i

.
. ftti,

f. Amdunt .of Sex Information

A list of "statements about relationships betweenimen and women"

was shown to the children. They were asked to indicate how much in-

formation they felt they had on each subject. On various levels

of sexual activity (hugging, kissing, showing feelings'toward opposite

sex and "where babies come from"), most respondents felt they "knew

enough." This'is, distinct from "knowla lot" which was defined as

"knowing enough-to tell your friendS about it. "4%

' Children were also asked what changes they may expet in their

_ -

bodies over the next'few years. Most cited information that indi-
,

Cated -they possess at least a vague understanding of the physical

developments of 'adole5cence. Comments were of three-varieties:

physical, social and emotional. Table 1 below shows these comments.

Finally, all- hildren, regardless of sex, were asked to list what

they thoug t-was "good about beingja man" and "good about being a.

woman." Again, three broad categories of Comments emerged:. social,

appearance and physical. These are shown in Table.2

4
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Female

Responses

Male

Responses

A. 'SA..

'Y

TABLE 1 .

° Anticipated Changes During Adolescence

Physical

Get bigger, start
menstrual cycle

. Get taller, strong

a
Grow, get more like
a woman

Will get hairy in
certain places. Can
help a woman have a
baby,. My body will
mature.. I will grow
More

More hair. You get
biggerget stronger,

Get strong, get hair Be°
grow digger responsible

Social Emotional

Harder pork You feel more
being needed,

Change ways,
feel different

Hands anefeettobilger,
more coordinated.' Face
-will. look different.

Punch harder., Older

Grow taller, stronger. Can drive
Get different looks
a little bit. .

-56,

/

4 You mature more
than you are now

Understand, ore

Get! smarter (



Female
Responses

O

Q

TABLE 2,
'What is good about being a woman?

Social Appearance

Have children

Male Responses Don't have to
.

work if married

Female
Responses

-

I V

A

Things men 'can!t
do

Nothing

1

Cs

Get to wear
nice clothes.
Get to have
long hair

O

Can put on
make-up. Make
yourself look
pretty

What is good about being

In, earlier times men
had more rights, wo-
men had rights like a
.child. Its more
equal' now except in

religious countries.
In some par.ts qf, the US

women are still dis-

criminated...bec4se
they arg &Were

Could run for
President. More
chances to do
things

2-57-

a man?
, sr

"If

Physical

,More'flexible
bodies like
in gyrd

Don't have to
play football

Don't have to
,take punishment

Girl's baseball

f'

Could go' to the
YMCA

NicE clothes 'Strong, like
father

You can be
strong. You can
play football
You can be a
jockey. You
can be 'bough

Can, play major

league baseball
More sports



J
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a TABLE 2 c t'd

What is good ab-ut being a man?

Social Appearance Physical

Male Being boss of Don't have Compete in sports,
Responses family to wear Can take punish -

dresses and ment

skirts
Can do things-

girls can't Be "on certain

(read and write teams.. Men's
'faster) football, volley-

.

ball

At least I'm,not
a girl!

g. Participation In Sports

Three of the boys and two girls play team sports. Soccer and ,

Boys get more -

chances in sports

Stronger, taller,
more sports to
take part in

track are played by both sexes. Bicycling is cited all but once as the

:)most frequent physical activity,folloOgd by jog ing or running.

h. Illness
0

If they feel: sick, six turn to mother. This is despite ,the fact

that five of the six mothers work. All illnesses mentioned are normal

childhood diseases and accidents. Two.skildren have allergy es.

Most know what they would do if they felt sick and were. alone:

go to bed or lie down. Only two say they would take aspirin. One of

those says he would also "take a cherry flavored medicine."

1'
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i. Eating Habits

Only one child thinks he has control over what he eats during

the time he is in school. Unfortunately he is also the only child to

omit a good source of protein from his dinner menu. This took place

after alunch of a hot dog, french fries and a coke. His dinner menu

consists of "lima beans, corn, vegetables and water."

Wheasked to select a place for lunch, McDonalds was selected

three times, by girls. The remaining girl picked a Chinese restaurant.

The boys made a variety of selections: Burger King, Red Robin (a

burger chain a cut above MCDonalds'), Hamburger Hamlet (similar to

Red Robin) and Red Lobster.

All but one respondent knows what the basic four food groups are.

All but one of those learned it in school in first,, second or third

grade.

4 . Mother buys and cooks the food regardless of her working status.

All children accompany mother, and in tWo cases father too, to the

market and get to pick some foods, mostly dessert.

3. Highlights from Follow-Up Questioning

a. . Demographics *7

Fifty-fiye target aged children'cOmpleted four different ver-

sions of the follow-up questionnaire as described in the method

section above. Thirty-four were maleis and 21 were females. Fourteen

were ten years Old, 32 were eleven and nine were iwelve., Twenty-one

of the children were from the Maryland suburban area, 21 from akiand, . it

;
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California and 13 from Charlestoo, West Virginia. No racial demogra-

phics were solitited, but just under a third were Black.

b: Family Background.

In Maryland, 13 of the 21 mothers work outside the home. The

fathers areall employed. Families appear to be a range of middle

income professional, In Califo'rnia, 12 of the 21 mothers.work outside

the home. One father is unemployed and one is deceased; the other

fathers40ork: Twelve respoiklents said "don't know" or did not answer

all or part of the question about parental employment. Families

seem to be blue collar. In West Virginia, six of the 13 mothers work

outside the home, one father is retired and one not present. Families

seem to be blue collar with three exceptionsv bacteriologist, CPA

and Boy Scout executive.

v-
'c. Membership In Youth, Groups

In Maryland, 13 respondents belong to membership oilanizatiOns,

about evenly divided among maleS and fema}es.- BOY andGirl Scouts-

are the most frequently mentioned, thqn 4=lt. Pioneer Girls and

Trailblazers are each mentioned once. In Caljfgrnia, all 21 res-

, pondents belting to membership organizations. Thirteen belong to Boy

Scouts, two EXplorer Scouts, four belong to Girl Scouts and two to

Campfire. Girls. Two girls alsk belong to the church choir. In West

Vii-ginia, all 13 respondents belong to Boy Stouts, one also belongs

to Methodist Youth Fellowship.

74
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d. Feelings and Aspirations

Children were asked to complete four "if" 'statements, three of

which were the same as those asked during the focus interviews. The

results are shown below:
.46

If they want to be successful, they will:

practice things r'm good at, work hard in school
get A's. Keep going. to school...I can get an
education, be good, play, practice and have
confidence. Get lucky, win d prize, go to college,

be smart, study. I will have the kriowledge.

If they want to show their 1 ve, they will:

be kind, comb my hair, help m friends, be good
show-it, I will be a good man, ova my mother,
father, brother and others. Kis that person;
she will like me better. Be kind, talk tollim,
be nice, act polite.

If they want to take good care of themselves, they will:

exercise,. diet, sleep, eat right, have-good health
habits:, keep' clean, take vitamins, eat three meals a
dayt,don't stay up late. Be strong, be good, stay
healthy and eat the right foods, take a bath, put on
good clothing.

If they want to feel safe, they will:

stay out of scary places, lock cloth's at night,
wear things according to the weather, I won't get
sick, be careful. I wOn'tsget hurt, not play
dangerously. Keep a gun, I can protect myself.
Go and.hide, not talk to strangers: I won't get
kidnapped, defend myself, keep a gun with me. ,

Children were asked to list what they like and.do not like

about themselves. Both boys and girls mentioned "likes?' such as be-

ing nicegetting along, and liking friends and family.

)04%

Boys made numerous'mentions'that relate to physical chqracterisl-,



tics. They like swimming, healthy arms, strength and big fists. One

girl mentioned her "dancing ability."

Boys also made more mentions of 'likes" that concern the intellect:

"proud of myself," "good in school" and "kind of smart."

Most dislikes are of a social nature. A boy mentioned hating

his -sister; another dislikes himself when he doesn't obey. Girls

mentioned disliking themselves when "I am sometimes bad," "don't obey"

and "get into fights."

e. Knowledge of Drugs

Children were asked to name drugs they had heard of and-where-

4

they heard of them first. The drugs mentioned two,or more times are

shdwn below with the frminne:5, cited. Some are different names for

the sate thing.

. marijuana 10 beer 3

' U
..heroin

opium
7 aspirin 3

angel dust5 3

cocaine 5 dope 2

PCP 4 sherm 2

weed 4 , ripple 2

speed 4 LSD 2

dl-alcohol
4

3 pot 2

u
Other drugs mentioned once are:

I,

uppers synthetics .

narcotics redlines
Vitks 44 ,Pepto Bismol,

short aspirin t Robitussen -

wine castor oil
Tylenol , Anacin
Alka Seltzer cough 'drops

5 star
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eoThe'sources of drug information vary somewhat among the three groUps.

Teachers are. the primary sources of drug information for the Maryland

Children, followed by TV, reading, and parents. In both California

and West Virginia, TV is the prime source of information. Friends

and parents are tied as secondary sources of information in California,

while teachers are second in West Virginia and-friends are third.

f. Amount of Sex Information

A list of "statements about relationships betwe men and women,"

was shown to the children. They were asked to indicate how much

information they had on each subject. On various levels of sexual

activity (huggipg,kissing, stowing feeling .toward the opposite sex),

most respondents feel they "know enough." This is distinct from

"knowing a lot" which was defined as "knbwing enough to tell your

friends about it." Two Maryland' girls feel they need ,to 'know more,

about pregnancy abd a Maryland male and female feel they need 4o know

more about marriage and divorce. A West'Virginia.male wanted to knowl

more about all agpects of sexuality. .1n. California,-this and other

questions on sex were emoved from the quegtionnaire because there

was no parentarpermission'for"sex education" in.the'schoOl.

Children in Maryland and West Virginia were-also asked "What is4

good about being a woman?" and Nhat isgoodsabout being a man?"

r
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The results are shown in Table 3 below.

Female

Responses

Male

Responses

Female

Responses

TABLE 3
What is good about being a woman?

Social

So Many clubs
Women-are treated
a little more

respectfully

S

Leaning over a
picket fence and 0
gossiping all day

Giggling

Stay home and
relax

Appearance

Variety of
clothes

You can carry
.a purse and
. wear anything

You can wear
high heeled

1, Shoes and
dresses

What is good about being a man?

Can spend more
money on the
house

Clubs, Boy Scouts

Get jobs easy
Paid better

Do what you want,
get a job, drive
a car

-64-

Physical

Get to clean
house

Get to do work
around the

, house

Being stronger

Get to dO..motlq

things (sports}
,

Goitod tunher and

strong
vsqS'

Hunting, archery

Strong
ti



g. Sports anti Recreation

Children were asked how often they enjoyed a variety of activities,

with choides ranging from "anytime I can", to "hardly eyer.".k.The

five most favored activities in a list of eleven choices are: visit

friends, watch TV, play outdoors, go to school and play on sports

teams. The least often enjoyed activities are playirig indoors and

talking on the telephone. ,A number of activities seem to.be enjoyed

very often by close to half of the sample, and enjoyed very seldom

'by.the rest. These activities, with less than ten points between

"enjoy often' and "enjoy seldom" are: visit relatives, go to the

mo4f4,:read, listen to records and listen to the.radio.

Respondents were given the opportunity to mention any other

frequently enjoyed activities. The activities mentioned are:, model

- building, dancing, modeling, playing with dog, sewing, growing

plants, cooking, cleaning,iplaying cards, eating ice crea , helping

- Mom and fixing.things-,, Sports mentioned are: skating, biking, football,

track, bowling, basketball and catch.

40.

h. Health, Fitness and Illness

Children were asked what kinds of things they would like to know

aboii$ their health. Most of the answers are fairly general: "What

need to do to keep he,althy?" or "What makes people sick?"'

Specific concerns'mentioned involve smoking, brain damage, drugs,

. drinking, sex, disease, "What I look like inside?" and desire for

information on various body parts (heart, eyes, arms aria legs).
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i. Eating Habits

Le.

(

Most of the sample eat breakfast regularly. The children seem to

have a good understanding of what constitutes a well-balanced meal.

Their reported breakfast menus are well-balanced, although a few res-

ondents mention unusual .breakfast food suctl as pifeapple, cake and

pizza.

The mother in the family is the usual purchaserand preparer
4,

of food.' The majority of the children accompany their mother when

_ she shops, but assist in the selection nacks, cereal and desert

only.

j. Media Preferences A

An overwhelming majority of respcindent's listens to records and
-

z7
radio. Almost all radio stations mentioned as favorites have a

:lop 40" format. A group called mrhe Sugar. -Hill Gang" was the number

2 gs
g

one recording artist with both the Maryland and California respondents.

The West Virginia favorite was the rock group "Kiss." Although a
0 .

^nUMber of recording groups was 'mentioned by the respondents, it is

quite clear that there is a strong, if,temporary; favorite that

. prevails in each area.

A specific question concerning the believaPley of various

television formats arid/or shows wat asked. Children were given a

_nutrition statement and asked on how many.of the twenty=three TV .

'shows listed, they would\find the statement believable. Respondents

could answer With "I'd believe it", "..1 wouldn't believe

. "maybe I'd believe "I'm not'sure", or "never heard of that shOw."'

I. 6 9
66-
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The News was-the most believable show. The Dukes of Hazzard was

the second most believable, followed closely by Big Blue Marble,

Today Show, Afternoon Specials, Mork and Mindy, and Little House on

the Prairie. Only ten children-said that they would belieVe

nutrition statement if it appeared in a commercial. This is in line

with current research on children's belief in advertising. (See page 13

of the Writer's Notebook). 4,

It is a little more,difficult to explain the high believability

of shows like the Duklyof Hazzard. Apparently believability and

"likilig" (Dukes of H,Zzard is one of the top rated dhows f(5-i: this

age group,se'e page3, of the Writer's Notebook) are closely
, -

Identified in the minds of these children.

I

0

c;
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Treatment evaluation RrOvided an opportunity to assess the
.5

reactions of both Orget .age children and teaching professionals
s.

to .three different script treatments. These narrative versions of

scripts dealt. with the underlying theme; of taking carefully`planned:

risks; in,quite different ways. A brief' description of each follows:

Treatment #1-, is titled.."Something Veritured." One of the
POERHOUSE gang, Bobby:takes a box from a.group of tough

4 guys whose,respect and friendship he seeks. -It-turns out that

this favor is ill;-advisecP, the tox,eontains stolen, loot. The

POWERHOUSE gang,Wies to solve the burglary -and prove Bpbby's
innocence.

Treatment 112-is called "Running," POWERHOUSE badly needs

fthancialfassistance for new equipment. .The-POWERHOUSE gang
feels the way to get the equipmehtjs to gain recognition for
POWERHOUSE by winning ,t,he'city-widecotmunity'center athletic
meet. Kevin, suffering from a knee injury, risks'permanent
Aamege tO wim the meet. Tire ;Other POWERHOUSE kids'find'out,

and try tb disCourage his foolhardiness. A su'epOsemove
the part of one, a1 the alter POWERHOUSE'kids saves the day.

%-!F

Treatment #3'is "CtiSnce Alley. "//4 Bobby's cOusin,-tosgfwe
.Smith, is vandallzingObWERHOUSE, and ii 4s in danger of
closing. _-Bobby, WOWERHOUSE regular, suspeo- .Smithit He

wants to protect his family, but ibyalty to qUSE'wins.

out. The POWERHOUSE gang catches Smith tryin et a fire k
in POWERHOUSE, and he' is sent to a mental in itatiOn.

, 4 ' ARY
'

At the:same time script treatments were tested, pictures and

° -

brief character descriptions of ,poter ya1 series regulars
.
were also

,

evaluated by the target audience,. Thesepictures were displayedt, .
...
,..

..

--ob

diming the reading-of treatments.

O

a
J

.

Method

a. Site'and Sample Selection m-

Five areas, representing major geographic regions of the

country, were selected to test the three treatments. Five classrooms

..



(
of children, each from a different region and representing a range

of ages, heard and responded to each treatment,

Participating schools were selected by APS regional .evaluators

in Washingtdn state, West Virginia, Indiana, California and the

District of Columbia.

b. Design of Instruments

A.questionnaire, developed in consultation with EFC staff, was

designed to measure'the appeal of each story line and the characters,

ras well as to find out children's attitudes on risk taking behavior

after hearing the story.

The questtorinaire was pre-tested on a classroom of third grade,

urban children. It was then revised in order to make it,siritple.:

enough for the youneSi children in the sample to understand easily,

The questionnaire'wai comprised largely of true-false,andt.

miltiple choice questions. A few questions were in an open-ended

format. A separate Teacher's Analysis questionnaire asked the

teachers' opinion of the criara&ers and dontgont of the story, and

solicited their-suggestions for improvement.

B

c. Site M4nagement

Testing session? were held during regularly scheduled class'-

room periods. Photographs of the main characters in the story were

taped to the blackboard for the children to observe while the story

-69-
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was being read to them. The story was read b)f the regional evaluator,

and in each. instance took about onejhalf hour. Questionnaires were

then passed out. Brief demographic data were filled in. .l.tte._.ardluator

then read aloud each questiam, and multiple choice answers where

applicable. It tookthe children about_twenty minutes to complete

the questionnaire. Teachers filled out the Teacher Analysis ques-
,

e

tiohnaire during the testing session.

After completion of data gathering, regional evaluators wrote

a narrative report of the evaluation procedure, their perception of

the treatments, and their observations of children'=s reactions during

the session.

3% Results

a. Demographics

, .

Respondents to all treatments were divided evenly between males.

41
and females. The group that heard "Somethitg Ventured was 55% Black

and 45% White, The.Sample was drawn from grades three through seven.

"Running" was heard a group that.was 27; Black, 67%-White am 6%.-

.
,

other. Children were in grades four through six. The "Chance Alley"

4f4

rate the show as'a whole. The 'scale had alternatives ranging from

group was 24% Black, 67% White and 9%other. These were in grades

four through seven.
a

b. -Ratings
, .

.

Respondents were shown a five point Likert Scale acrd asked to , , , .

AP:
.

.

,.... S

1.60

r ge
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a

A

.40

great (five points) to terribfe (one point).

e overall ratings were:

A

3.63Something Venture4 .

Running '3.55

Chance Alley 3.31

Over 90% of both males and females said they liked the stvbies.

The characters were also well liked, although a relatively Tow 88%

of the boystsaid,they liked the chai:acierO4n "Chance Alley." When

asked which they preferred, the'characters or the Icry, a majority
. ,

picked the story:. Over 90% of the respondentssaid they would watal
. ...,.-

a television show,about the story they heard With'the following

exceptions: Eighty-si,percent of.±he males would watchl"Ruhni,ng," .ttv

and 82% of the females would watch "Chance'Pjley.",.
% t

In sum, although all the-Script treatments, ere rated highly,
. /,

"...Something..Ventured"- was the, most consistent Iluthe three.

c. Theme Evaluation
,

One purpOse of the script eValuation,was to.asc ertain how

clearly the conce04of'POWERNUSE as a place was perceived ,by the

chirdrin.- Thechildten were sked."Ds the POWERHOUSE, a real'
_

placeY -Between 57% and 80 them elt it was a 'real place. .

-1Given bye tendency toward Onitive responses in'this type"of
g

'W. 1
\

it%.1
evaluation, this was couidered tobe.a low0evel'of Onderstending

4 , i .

# . ,

of,. the concept:*
.

..-

s fit ''
Understanding of the major theme, taking rjsis after thinking

. ,

what might happen to you oe others,-was tested in seteralq tions.

4i-eement that thiltheme.wes, What the stories were mostly, A
cd

;.)
10#

..J '
,o.
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'about was also low:

Running 71%
, Something Ventured 67.5%
*.Chance Alley 55%

4
Ghildren were asked "Do you ever worry about taking ricks

4

like those in the story?" Female response to all three,scripts on

this qu6tion was rOatively even. Between 72% and 77% didiworl-

about taking risks like those in the story. Males felt similarly abou

the risks in "Running" but indicated less identification with, the risks

/In other scripts (47% in "Something Aieptured" and 35% in "Chance Alley")..

After hearing the scripts, agreement wtth the statement that

"a risk was someOing.dalagerous" was very high, between 92% and 9'6%.

Respondents were also asked to agree or disagree with the statement,'-
r

"A risk was a challenklor adventure." Highest agreement came from
1

thus who heard " Something yen/ured".195%) and lowestogreement came

fromithe "Chance Alley" group (76%): Thet-e was generally low agree-
.

co

ment from all groiips for the following statements: "A risk was done

on 'a dare, a risk was fun to take, and a risk was always taken."

The three questions that assume the most itportance in this

sectidn are (1).the degree to which the treatments conveyed the

intended interpretation of risk taking as a challenging procesS

requiring careful,preparation, (2),the degree to which children could..

9
relate risk taking in the story to the process of meeting challenge's

inr their own experience, and'(3) the'degree to which the concep

a

Of ?;::21HOUSE as a realistic place is conveyed.
.
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f

The risk taking theme, was the least successful in "Chance Alley."

Asfar as relating the risk taking in the story to real life ex-

perilnce, children who heard "Running" responded more positi/ely

than the others. Males who heard "Something Ventured" and "Chance

Alley" showed-a very low identification with the risks 'in these

.stories.. Finally, of the three treatments, "Running" most Power-

fully portrayed the POWERHOUSE as a real place.

Upon initial examination of the data on script treatments, the
k__. . ..

POWERHOUSE producers felt that the two most viable scripts'were-

"Something Ventured" and "Running." Some further analysis was done

comparing the reac4on to these two stories. Children.had-been

given an opportunity to make open-ended comments about the characters

-in each story, acrd to tell why they felt the show was going to, be

called POWERHOUSE. This process yielded large amounts of qualitatiye

ts

data in children's language. These 'statements' were then given'a

.rating of ejthev,pOsitive (favorable toward the show or character)',

sz
rliaggtive .(unfavorable toward the show or character), or neutral.

. Of the total comments made, 58% of them were directed toward 4
tt,

"Something Ventured."
. ,

"Sorlthing Ventured" shows a slighly higher PrOportion of

itive responses, but this measure does 'not shOW a clear cut

difference_ between tifeiwo treatments.' ,

. ,

A
Ihe decisidn to produce "Something Ventured:'' as the,pilot.was

4 'based upon ,the 6.6wERHOLISE Exedqive Committee's recommenhtion that
A

ou.

83
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"Something Ventured" would fit the pilot format more closely. "Running"

may be reconsidered as another theme in the series.

_/,

d Character Evaluation
.

r ,

Chliidren were 4sked to name their'favOrite of the main, characters,

on the basis of his or her role inthe story and a,still black and
9

white ,photograph. The boys' favorite character in all three treat-

ments was Kevin, the Black leadei" of:the POWERHOUSE gang. The girls

picked Bizzy in "SCmefhing Ventured" and "Chance Alley." Bizzy is

.

an' overly curious, busy body% full of fun and charm. Jennifer and

f

Kevin were tied for favorite character in-the "Running"'group'.

Jennifer plays a larger role in this script than the ot hei two. Like
4 ft

e
/ , .4

Kevin,, she is a mature, attractive leader. ''.,x

\4 .Bobby is also n efrequently as a f'av'orite cnaracter
0
ig

.
.

"Running" and "Chance Alley.v jgi both stories he'is a strong, toughI.
_2 71

character caught in a dilemma, partially of his own making. A lot

of the interest of both these stories centers onhim.

Clearly, preference for character is- -strongly influenced by

sex. Buyike male characters, 9irls' the female roles. However,,
-

Kevin, a very strong, sympathetic character is alst...a.?favorite

with the:girls.

. Children were asked if they knew anyone in'real life like each

of thetain characters. The most positive response to this question

is shown toward the characters in "Something Ventured. Kevin and

0
774-
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*0

Jennifer are the characters in all three treatments that the most.

. respondents know someone like. Brenda is also' a 12high.reality"

charaCter.

A list of words that might apply to each character tos shown

to the childreri." They were asked to check the three words that

best describe the character. Responses show that the characters,

as conceived by the treatment writers, were cle41-12 and-accurately

perceived by children in all three test groups.

A

e. 'Adult Analysis of Script Treatments
, -

Teacherfs wh remained inthe classroom while the treatments

were read:Were a ked to provide comments on the variou5tmain .c

characters 'and on the story.
.

, 9
. .

Responses were generally positive.° Ail teachers felt the

.1-

= story communioated the main ri5k-taking Message. Oervations

:4141) i
about characters were strongest for Brenda and Al in "Running."

O

Several teachers felt Brenda's character was too weak and undefined,

70, that Al does n'iyt come across a5 "a strong friend" to.POWERHOUSE.

4
Another commented thl&rchildren do rkt seem to like Al as he

4

appears in "Sothething Ventured."

One teach'er's response to the young characters "Running"
\\

was that they are "sugar coated" - not 'realistic. Criticisfis of'

some young characters in the other scrips, were gener'ally that their

e

role 'in the story does not allow their personality to be well defined. A

m.

This'applies to.Kevin and-Jennifer in "Chance Alley," and Bobby in

J

'

o

1



"Something Ventured."

When teachers were asked to give si.iggestions for imprcVing.the

treatments, the most -substantative criticisms come in response to

''Chance Alley." One teacher felt that the aiding was abrupt, and

'- that the children would not comprehend all .that was involved in-

t

committing someone to a mental institution. Another felt that the
0

.risks e children take for the center would be more believable if

MOUSE itself were depicted more clearly. Another teacher felt

that the ''Running" treatment gets off to a slow start. Howeyer, all

but one teacher, who didn't like "Something Ventured," felt that the

scripts were basically sound. Criticisms mostl involved eaqh-igis

and detail.'
4

The prOjectregional researe,hers'who collected on-site data,

were then asked to make a script and character. analysis for the two

treatments that producers felt were most promisilig the pilot,

"Something Ventured" and "Running." The researchers' comments were

-based on their professional exPlrienceand on the reactions they

observed during administration of the evaluation questionnaires.
v

Again, the overall feeling about the treatments was positive.
.

There is general consensus that it was importaq-to-make Lolo a

"?
moreaileable character (not' too cautious and to brainy), and

v .

tha4 Al was.not.perceiVed in a positiye v7y bythe children because

.
I

of his auth*itaniaaism end lack of-warmth.° The need or supportive,

guidingadult roles Was strongly recommended..

00

,4 s 9 '
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cs,

One researcher saw the need to focus the risk-taking temein

"Something Ventured."

Bobby is supposed to be the focus, and the -0
. others urge him toltake a chance. .I find it

confus -ing as to exactly what they're urging
him to do - gO to the police, confront Keeno
or what? ...

4, ,

Another major criticism, this time directed at "Running,"

was that some of the risk takihg ).nyolves illegal and dangerous acts.

Although these activities are reprimanded in,the story, there are

no serious' consequences for khese dangerous alts.

N,

In general, all researchers found positiOe and negative features

in both treatments. Only one researcher expressed a strong script_ _

. preference. The West Virginia researcher felt that"Ruping" was a

"richer" and more "provocative" story, allowing for generation and_

discussion of a greater number of imporirtant issues.

The inforthed opinions of both the teachers and researchers

provided additional viewpoints and specific recommendations to the

project produders.' This was a particularly useful process to go

through, because the relative merits and ddmerits of the scripts

were subtle. The selection to bemade did not involve a clear and
6

'obvious first choice.

1

4
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STORYBOARD & CHARACTER
EVALUATION



a

A. STORYBOARD EVALUATION

'The storyboard evaluation provided a method to present a variety'

of ideas -for POWERHOUSE Progym Inserts (PPIs) to.a cross section of
4'

the target audience. *Although the ideas were in rough form (several

slideg and en audiotape) the feeling, tone, Condept and message Of

the thsert were clearly conveyed to the target audience._
0

The.PPLs tested were:

Daring Don -% Daring,Don a swimmer, gets into trouble because he doesn't

"look before he leaps.P

Merit Award - Jose Garcia was atiertt. award for "race walking," an b

off beat way to keep fit. --

.Celebrity Organ - An anfmatgd "What's My Line" format with a pair of

'celebrit lungs as the guest.

Think Before You Act - Henry Madsen and Vicky Vanderkloot demonstrated 0

a

the safety precautions stunt drivers 6ke.

Powerfoods - A "nice kid mixes with a motorcycle gang and.cohs' up

a winner because he eats Powerfoods (raisins, nuts, bran muffins).

Ask, Answer, Act - A ventriloquist and'hit puppet discuss the patient's ,-

responsibility when visiting the doctor.

I Want fo Know - Dr. Sidney.Greenspan shows how biofeedback can reduce

tension.

A storyboard of the program's standard opening sequerrce was a s

tested.:

,,

Reaction to these storyboards enabled phducers to choose the
,

,

,

most viable ideas in terms of both appeal and teaching value for the

pilot.
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1. Method

Site and Sample Selection - Tie representing .major U.S.

geographic regions were the same as those used for the treatment

evaluations. (See page 68 above.)
5

To obtain the sample,,a grade level assignment was made for
. o

each storyboard in each site, so that each inert was seeriby children

of a variety of age levels'Othin thWarget aange.

Most of the sample.was drawn from elementary school classes

within the assigned regions. EvaluatOrs seleCted the particular

schools on the basis of representation and willingness to participate.

'-
,Principals were contacted by telephone and the project described..

A act sheet wad sent to those who expressed interest., Then a firm

date and time for the evaluation,was se withthose who agreed .to

Nk participate.
,

The sample in West Virginia and part of the Seattle sample was

obtained from 4-H groups (W. Va.) and neighborhood groups (Seattle).

2. Design of Instruments

Each PPI questionnaite,consist d of several -items that measured
4

understanding of the primary instructional concept, asked for ideas

for future segment and measured the appeal of the intert. Because

of the format and content differences among inserts; it was not pos-

sibleto ^ask all the same questions for each PPI.'There were several

questions in common, however, notably the Likert Scab which measured -,

- ,

9'579-
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appeal. ThiS "smiley face" scale was used-repeatedly throughout the

evaluation.

A Teacher Analysis questionnair was alsO Ovised, asking if

the teacher felt the main message'of the ijlsert was understood by her

Students, which aspects of the pisert were appealin .and which were

11n'ot,-and requesItrig ideas for future inserts.

Regional evaluators also filled out theabove questionnaire,

as well as a Researcher's Group Report,.describing tie evaluation

procedure-and setting.

3. EvaluatioeManagement'
.

Most storyboards were evaluated in pairs. RegionaJ evaluators

f t read an introductorf statgment about the value tif th'e children's

opinions in making a goodtelevision 'program. Each storyboard, which

consisted of a simultaneously presented audio tape and series at

Color slides, was shown to thecKildrghz. Evaiiiators then read.the

questionnaire to the childreft,leaving time between each question, for

the children to Mark,their answers. During this time, teachers filled

out the Teacher Analysis forms. Evaluators filled out their analysis
.0,,. I 4.

form after completion of the testing session.. In general, testing,

session's lasted abot one half hour.

4. . Results

a DemographfCs

Respondents were within the target age range of 8 to 12 years.

.

.

4
t. kJ
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They were approximately evenly divided between males and females. Be-

tween96 and 118 children saw each PPI; one hubdred forty-two children

saw the Standard Open. Whites, Blacks, Hispanics and Asians were

included in the sample.

b. Ratings.

"Think Before 1:1u Act" was the insert highest in overall appeal

as tested on the Likert Scale. "Celebrity Organ" was also very.

popular: Table 4 below gives a.- comparison of the Likert ratings for

the seven PPIs and for the Standard Open.

TABLE 4
Storyboard Likert Scale Ratings .

Storyboard

1

Rating

Think Before 'You Act
Celebrity 'Organ .

Powerfoods
Standard Open
Ask,' Answer, Act ,

Merit Award
Daring Don
I Want To Know

4.03
3.8
3.75

3.68
3.63

3.43

2.99
2.90

Highest Possible 5

.c. Theme Evaluation

One of the important functions of the storyboard evaluations

was'to find ,out how well the main theme of each PPI was understood

by the ildren. This question was posed in different ways. For

example, the children who viewed the "Daring Don" insert were asked

what Don did right and what he did wrong. Sixty-five percentof the

-81-
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respondents were able to articulate the main theme, and a large

proportion of the remaining responses indicated an understanding of

part of the message:.

In "Celebrity Organ,:' the question on theme asked, "What advice

does the celebrity organ give about taking care of your lungs ?" Children

seemed, to miss the general message of lung care; instead they res-

ponded with "don't smoke" or "have good posture" (only small parts of

the message)and "don't sleep underwater" (one of the lung's little

jokes.)

In "Think Before You Act" and "Ask, Answer, Act," children were

asked why they thought the feature was titled as it was. Most of the

responses to "Think Before You Act" showed a good understanding of the

message (think things through before you act). Although about one

half of the answers in the "Ask, Answer, Act" group showed understanding

of the use of the title, the most frequent single response was "don't

know" (25 cites).

On the other hand; in response tb "What information would-a

POWERHOUSE who was sick tell a doctor," most of the answers showed

. an understanding of the kinds of information necessary to tel 11 the

doctor during an examination.

These data indicate that, although a large number of the children

may not have understood the,generic message "(ksk, Answer, Act," they
e.

did understand the specific message of giving complete information to

the doctor and following his other instructions.



Y

4

.

Viewers ,Of "PowerfooCis" understood quite well the importance of

a good diet and Were able to give examples of nutritious foods.

In '.,11 Want To Know," over half, the respondents expressed an

understalialng of the particular problem being addressed (nervousness),
/

but didn't clearly understand how biofeedback, the technique discussed

in the insert, could cope with this condition.

The theMe expressed in "Merit Award" was of a different nature

!.:than the other program insertifi The idea of the 'storyboard was to

introduce the children lb.the idea of a Merit Award that they or-

someone they know might win. When asked "Could you win a. Merit.

Award ?" 34% of the respondents said yes, 6% said no, and 60%.said

, .41t

they didn't know.

The Standard Open consisted 0 the POWERHOUSE theme'song and

a series of.slides illustrating the,concept of children coming to-

gether at a.clubhouse to form a group. The major focus of this

evaluation was to test the opening's ability to identify the program

(98% of the re-stIondents correctly. named the show), the natureof the

POWERHOUSE(60% were able to identify the focus of the show as a

communitycenter) and the appeal of theSong (rated 3.91 out ofa

possible five on the Liftrt Scale).

An underlying theme of POWERHOUSE i.s that every individual

has a store of resources within his/herself. This is exp.resed in

the theme song as "having,a POARHOUSE deep down inside." When

asked,what that phrase meant, 62% of the children gave self

directed responses', such as "energy deep inside you," "you can
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be,your own self" and "you have.'a,lot of power in.your ideas',"

d. Commitment to Viewing

Respondents were asked, "If. (insert name), were a regular

part of a television show, do you think you would watch it?"

ft

/
TABLE 5--

Commitment To Regular Viewing.

s

, .

Insert Name Would You Watch It

Yes May Be Not At'All
s--

I Want To Know 24% 40% 36%

Powerfoods 154% 5,9% 7%
Ask, Answer4, Act 31%, 55%- 14%

Think Before You Act 38% 50% 2%

This type of question was not asked for the
\

"Merit Award" and
' - .

, .

"Daring Don." "Gelebety, Organ" respondents were asked, "Would you

like to see more "Celebrity Organ" commercials that show what oihee

parts of the body do?" Fifty -six percent said "yes;" 39% said.rflaybe,s:

and 5% said "no."

we

For the "Standard Open,"'two questions weraskeq. "Would'yo

watch this TV show with friends ?" Seventy -one percent said ,,yes, ".
ko

t

. Secohdly, "If .0u saw this as. the standardlpen-,ing of a TV show, do
'.--

. 4. .
you think you would watch the rest of the show?" Eighty-two percent

.A., .-.-
.

said "yes" and 18% said "no."

e. Ideas For Future Segments

.1 14

a-7

I

Storyboards were, in,general, conceivedas part of a.series.
Cry

"Celebrity Organ," for instance, was intended to present segments

-84-
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A

featuring different parts' of the body. CM 1 drenwere ,given list
froin which they were asked to choose the two subjects they would be

most interested in seeing in the future. The first choice. was the

. heart, followed by the brain and muscles.

Ideas for future "I Want To Know" segments were obtained from

an open - ended question asking for topics they would like to 'see dis-

-cussed. ,The Most frequent answers were:

'what tb do about problems with friends;
'getting along;
'how -to go on a diet, keep slim, get in shape;
'growing up; and
'health

Chi ldren ip t4e "Think Before You Adt" group were asked what kinds,
, C ,,

of activities require 'thought before action. Most cited answers in
.-, . . .

order of frequency were:

'playing with fire /mashes /,burning trash;
jyripin,g off high places;
raqn-§ drugs /drinking /smoking;

sswfmming/dving/sky diving;
'hiking campi ng
'playing With knives or gun;
'driving;
'playing /using tools; -arid"
'bike riding/racing

Children' s inswers to "What other things might Daring Don dare

to do" fell into four main categories as follows:

29%, Jump answers such as jujne, 'off bridge

23%; Answers relating to any swimming activity

20% Si l ly answers such as stick head in I ion' s/bul 1 's 'mouth or
eat worms

28% Real possibilities for future segiitnts Such as:

01
-85-
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.

'Ride a bike on a busy street/fast; .
'Save a person /animal;

*Go somewhere dangerous (high volfage);,
'Run across/play instreet;
'Skate on thin pe/skateboard;
'Water ski;
'Climb very high in a tree; and

'Drive a car without a 1-icedse
4

f. Adult Analysis
,

,
.

. ,
,

.

Both teacher. and researchers provided comments on each of the

program tnsers. A summary of their reaWons shows a generally

positive feeling about what they saw. Specific"critiCisms and
, .

-r

praises are sihwb below. ,

, .

1 I Want To Know4- 01: nine respondents felt itiwas a viable
. , 4

idea. Particul4rly attractive elements were the concept of

having children ask questions about themselves and their con-

cern, and encouraging viewers to write in with-their own-ideas.

Op the negative side, it was felt thatithe idea of biofeedback

was tookomplicited for the lower'range of the target audience.

TWo respondents felt the message of the PPI Was understOdd,
4

five saiit was nat, and two were not sure. Other topics sug-
.

A

gested for future inserts in. this series were: sex information,

per pre%sure, astronomy, nature-, accidents and illness,

cheWtherapy, surgery, social behavior and drugs.

Think Before You Act - All,tight respondents thought the idea.

.

of the insert wasegood one. However, two res'pondents had
. ,.

reservations about the stunts performed'in the sequence; they
.

4

Nit that 'children might try to imitate some dangerous tricks.

t 10) ..,
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Four, of the respondents feltthe "ThinBefor You Act" message.

was clearly understood. Other subjects mentio ed for future

inserts were: the risk of following-the lead of your peers,

bicycle safety, electricity, iispect for property and people, and

traffic safety.

Pdwerfoods Eight of nine respohdentsfelt that a "Powerfoods"

feature would be interesting to children. All'felt the'idSer

message was understood. The use of humor was felt to be a good

way to get this topic across. f-§ome other Towerfoods",topics

suggested were: care of the body, medication; smoking, tooth

decay, cooking,,vegetarianism, snacks, and growing one's own

-food. .

0 k
.

,

Ask, Answer, Act - All respondents feltthe insert idea was a

.gOodone, andthatethe message was understood.' Some other
.

topics suggested were: !feelings,Itang along with rarents,
4

safety, drugs, alcohol,'self concept and self control.

Celebrity Organ All eight respondents' felt a character like

the Celebrity Luffg was viable. Mdst thought the appearance and

manner of the,animated figure was appealing.-4Two respondents

- e
'thought thelungs were not realistic enough. Six respondehts

felt the message was-well undert stood, and noted bodily.res-

ponses such es culling up into good posture, and exaggerated

breathing.

Merit Award - All adult respondents thought the idea of a merit,

awandrwas a viable one. The use of "real' children areci-'
a

pints was cited as,an important aspect, and ways to involve

I-1 9
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theaudience at much as possible were seen a crucial to rthe .

segMents' success. All but two respondents f lt the award

should be tangible: a cup, certificate, medal or tee-shirt.

Seven respondents felt the children understood the purpose of

the merit aw$ci-as it was described in.the'slide/tape. Other

activities or ibilitiet ttat were menti.olied as deserving of a

merit award were: poetry, artwork, creative writing, sports

and community contributions:

Daring)on - Nine of 'theleven respondents thought a character

like Daring Don was viable. Attractive attributes Of the

character were his vulnerability and foolisftess. There was

some concern that he might be too dumb or simple fo7- the older

children irelhe target age range.' All but two respondents

felt the message was well understood. 'Other suggested 'daring",

adventures were: use of alcohol and drugs;- use of bikes, A

skateboards, sleds, weapons;, sports and cheating.

Standard Open - Six of eleven respondents felt the segment

illustrated that the program will take place'in an urban com-

munity center./All but one felt the children moved in time

with the music, and utherwiie indicated their enjoyment. por

.respondents felt the open was appropriate.forthe age group,

butonly six,felt the key phrase, having a "POWERHOUSE deep

down inside" was understood by the children.

-88-
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B. ,Character Evaluation

1. 'Method

.

In order to asce.Qtain the target audience's response to the

main characters, an'6dditional measure of their perceptions was .

b.
made, independent of the treatment evaluation described in Section

II above.

A three to five page description of each of the seven main

characters was reaeto children in clai'sroom's in the five.geOgraphic

Agians. A picture of each orthe characterswals taped to,the,

blackboar:d during this reading. Childi-en-ti;en rated the charalters,
O

and responded to several, other questions about them, i.e.. what do.
k

34 remember best about the characters, do you know anyone like the

character, and What words best desCribe the character.

,
'An adult analysis (teachers and researchers) of the characters,

'asked opinions on the realism and appropriateness of the characters,

)

and also asked for suggestions for improvement.-'

1.

2. Results

a. Demographics . 46
kI

. 1
Seventy boys and 72 Narls between the ages Of 8 and 2 responded '

N.

to. questions about the characters. '

Asians were included in the sample.

Blacks, Ikispanics and
.

b. Ratings
Alt

Characters Are rated on a Likert Scale where a rating of five

I
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was "great" and a rating of,one was !'terrible." The results are

shown in Table 6 below.

TABLE 6,

Character Sketches
Overall Rating of Character

Jennifer 4.22
Kevin 4.02
Brenda 3.86
Al 3.63
Btzzy 3.49.. iLolp 3.34'

Bobby 3.9

Highest Possible 5

A

c. Adult Analysis

All six teachers and four'of the five researchers felt that

the children got a good sense of the characters from the sketdhes

that were read. One researcher ,thought thedeveloOnient of Detective

Al's character was confusing.

All teachers and three of the five researchersfelt the mix of

characters-was realistic. Reservations expressed 'WO-e that the

characterisation of Al as a "tough ,cop but nice guy" and of Kevin

as the "Black athletic star' seemed stereotypic. One.reiearcher

felt that there.should be more Black-characters. in an inter city

community center.

C. Curriculum Review .Board Review. of PPIs

' 4.

1. Method 0
.-

The EFtstaff felt the need for additional adult reaction to

10:3
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the proposed program inserts., Members af the Gurrieu)um Review Board

& !
were asked to provide this inforrlatiod. Scripts of five of the

seven PPIs that had been field tested ("Daring Don"-and ;'Merit Award"

were in the process of'revision.) plus two additional inserts that had

been developed later wereT-sent to the Board Members. These inserts

were:

Growing Up - A young girl playing volleyball on the beach is

self-conscious about herdeveloping body.

Pla You Boi' - A young man, "Body Sounder," plays his body.

2. ResoIts
,

.4

In general, the CRB'S review of the five field tested PPIS Sup-

ported the conclusions gleened from the field testing.

Messages, were felt-to be appropritte for,the target age audience.

Two Board Members thought that "Celebrity Organ" and "Ask, Ans:wer,.Actl

were a little young for the target age. Theprimary messages we're

clear in most cases. Although reactions were generally positive,'

there were criticisms. They centered on 4-the degree to which the

Board Members thought intended humor was SuccesfUl ("Ask, Answer,

Act," "Celebrity Organ "), the need for a larger amount of useful

information ("Celebrity Organ") and possible misleading effects

("13owerfoods," "Think Before You Act").

On the two new "Growing Up" was considered effective in

presenting -ale *issue of puberty and the development of the female
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7

-to

)
body. Mike Lenigan's (Director Youth Services, RedCross) comment is

illustrative of 'the general concensus about "Growing Up:P

. It presents,(the).real situation of discomfort and physical
change in a Possible setting with which we can all identify.

nattwa0 for a girl to look for advice from (an) alder
youth.

° "PlayYour Body" on the other hand, was not considered message

. "I don'it,know" was the most frequent response from CR8 -I.
4.

'

members responding to the question requesting thei); conception of

the primary message.

1
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Part of the process of getting childen actively involved in

POWERHOUSE wqs the design of print materials that reinforce and

expand the content in the POWERHOUSE televisio'n series. The Agency

, for Instructional TelevisiOn was responsible for the development of

the materials. Two different guides, were prepared for evaluation.

A brief 'description of each is provided below:

1 1. The "POWERHOUSE Activity Book" was a spiral bound booklet
of twelve short articles and puzzles Mr children.' Included
were:

'Harry Houdini 7 Master'of Magic - Houdini uses Care and
planning before doing his, dangerous feats.

'Snack Search - A word find puzzle of nutritious snacks.

'The Windmill - An exercise to-do while you're watching
TV. 1

\ .

'The Case of the Arduous\FOibi - Follow the clues to solve
. the aystery, The clues involve ,physical exercise. ,

'Do These Things and You'll Be Past Tense - Relaiation
tips and a fill-in-the blanks quiz.

'Getting Around with You - Power - Biytle safety.informa-
tion and check list.

'Graham Cracker - The Galloping Gastronome - What to look
for oR food labels, and a chic4n soup,recTpe.

'Bet You Didn't Know - Facts about the body; 'a multiple

choi.Ce quiz. -.

'One Breath at a Time -A breathing exercise.

'Exercise Your Choice - How to design and chart a fun
fitness program.

'Hop Skip and Jump to Health - Jump rope technique and
games.,

4

1.1C1
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'Going Bananas - Banana facts and recipeS

2. Eight articles directed toward adults were included in
"PO_WERHOUSE for Parents."

'Fib'er, Food and Fitness.- wily fiber is important in the

diet. Recipes included.
1

4'

sLearning_to Choose "Power" Foods Nutritious snack ideas
that children like.

'Never Take a Fat Chance - Facts about body fat; and some
low fat:recipes.

.*Healidg Life's Hurts Things that ch {ldren find stress-
ful and some tips on dealing weith their anxiety.

"-Take a Step Towards Fitness - WAWing fbr fizn and good

health,
A

*Tinkering - Inyresting uses for discahled items.
4

'Who's in Charge - A story about a mother, children and
dieti41g.

' POWERHOUSE Quiz - k "knowledge of wellness" test.
A

1. Method

. A rough draft of both the parent and-child booklet'was distributed

4

to a nationwide sample which included 50 children and 31 parents in-,

the Washington, D.C. yetro area; Oklahoma' City, Okldhoma; Vafayette,

Indiana; akland, California; Seattle, Washington; and Charleston,

West Virginia. Respondents were selected from neighborhOod groups by

.thkregibnal evaluatori, and.given the booklet to take home for four

days.

TheboOkleti briefly described POWERHOUSE and .asked that the

194-
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respondent look through allthe articles and do the activities that

iifiterested him or her. They were 'Oen asked to fill out a short

questionnaire at the end of each articlethey read. The children's

questionnaire asked Whether the article /activity had. been read, what,

had been learned and whether it was interesting. The child's interest

rating was optained on A-8-point "Smiley Fate"likert.Scale

to that used in the t at ent and'storyboard evaluation.

The parents mere asked whether each'articlp read contained,

new information, whether they agreed with the information presented,

and were they likely,to use the information in their daily lives. A .

numerical Likert Scale was provided for the ati

nating.

2. Results

a, Demographics

The fifty respondents to the children's questionnaire were evenly

divided by sex. There were eighteen 8/9 year olds, twenty-six 10/11

year'olds and'six 12 year olds in the sauile. The thirty-one

t's qualitative

A

pendents to title adult questionnaire we te, all

children in the target age range.

4). Ratings

1.

female,parents iith v

In'general, the articles were rated more highly by the younger

children in the`sample. However, there was general agreement across
4$6

sex and age as to the most and le'ast well-liked,artit,les. The two

'14

11 2'
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favorites were "Snack Search,"'a.word search puzzle, and "Bet You

Didn't,Know," a health fasts quiz. "Graham Cracker," which showed

children how to read, labels and make their own chicken soup, received

an extremely low rating.

c. Completion Rate

Although younger, children were more likely to report'favorable

attitudes toward the articles, the older _children were more likely to

complete them. With the eIeption of "Graham Cracker" (37.5% completed '

activiIy), the articles were completed by virivally all the twelve

year:olds. Completion rate for 8/9 year olck....was between 55.5 %.for

"Exerclse Your Choice.. which was one of the last articles, d 95:5%

for 'Houdirii" which was the first artidle and "Be You i d 't Know."

Which<had a 1.00% completion rate among 8/9 year o s. Although there

is a definite trend toward fewer Completions.in the latter part of

the'booklet, articles of real interest do very well.

The most likely tnterpretation of these data 'may be that the

themes Were too immature.for the older children, while the reading

:level and complexity of instructions were a source of difficulty'for
AL

1

the younger ones.

The most highly rated parent materials were those that, in the

parent's perception, provided some new information. The highest ranked

of all was "Food, Fiber and Fitness," which talked about the importance

of fiber'in the diet, The lowest rated was a story called "Who's in

Charge." This story had a style that many respondents, found irritating.
0

9'
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It seemed to ramble on to no conclusion and contained i number of

unacceptable banalities; i.e., $fat dad, fat lad" referring to an

overweight child's overeating problem; "It's not what I can do, but

what you can do" (about obesity), and "...when your teeth"fall out

in the prime of your life -= all because you failed to-practice good

dental'hygiene in your youth -- you'll remember the wise words of

(MoM) ."

Although the recipes i uded were well received (most respon-
.

dents said that they were interested in trying theM), the data show
3

,that the materials were perceived as lacking in new informationsand

applicability to everyday life.

J

v
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PARENTS AND YOUTH
LEADERS ON SEX
,EDUCATION
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During the second ingriculum Review Board meet in February,

1980, the subject of education arose as an issue in need of

resolution. APS was asked to develop a questionnaire that would

garner'hta about "gatekeepers" attitudes toward the inclusion of

sex education in a program like POWERHOUSE, as well as the,,kinas of

topics They would find useful and acceptable in such a program. For

the purpose of.ihisstudy, sexuality was defined as follows:

The development of the body during pre-adolescence, certain
aspects of re production and the relationship between people-
of the same sex and the opposite'sex in-the development of
attitude toward human relationships. -

1. Medod .

Re pondents were given a questionnate in which they were asked

whetherlthey felt sexuality should be treated on any level in a com-

.prehensive health series like POWERHOUSE. If they felt it should not,

they were asked to explain their reasons. If they replied "yes" or

"yes, with reservations" further questions on the types of inforMation

they felt were needed and appropriatd-weWasked. Space forany

additional comments was provided.- 1
..

,
, ,

.

2. Results

The questionnaire was deVeloped and administered to a group of.

thirty-eight adults. Most were parents of target-age children: In

addition, twelve were teachers, three clergy, two church volunteers,

-98-
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two membership group leaders and the remainder_school.employees in
.1. 0

some capacity, i.e., counselors, coaches, librarians, etc. Respondents

were located in the'eastern, ''sO-Ilihern and western ptrtions of the

United States.

All but one respondent felt that sexuality should be treated

on sOme,level -- but two thirds of them hi4d some reservations.

Respondents were first given a set of nine questions Aked by
1*.

12 year olds during*earlfer research and asked to rank each as a

possible POWERHOUSE topic. Most of them supported a straight facts
4

approach (i.e. Why am'I so moody? -- Who do I ask about sex? -- thy

4
do girls grow up'fister than.boys?)', But; Oen any of the questions

approaChed morality or values developmentOess support was evident

(i.e. Is eleven too you t o. make out? -- How far should Igo [with

'sexual experimentation]?):

A junior high school counselor was the one reponderit who f It

that sexuality should no%be treated_at in POWERHOUSE. H

appeared more concerned wi,th tie precedent,that would be set `Father

tillii`wth the issue of'POWERHOUSE providing information.
4 *

the homosex43s,.the ''Free sex and abortion advocates, and the unisex

segments of the population ao use every_opportunity
,

presented by

any open door...(that is the reason for my opposition),T

All of the others;,4n an open ended question, provided fheir

ilb

opinions on what they felt were the pressing information needs of the.
4

target age population. Again, issues that involved conveying informa-

-99-
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ti On, rather" than developing v4ues, were predominant. ,

When'askediNhat sipecific questions involving growth and develop-
,

ment target age children would like answered, most of,the respondents

in favor of the'inclusion'of some sex education, made suggestions

such as:

1. Information on puberty and bodily changds
2. -Process of birth
3: Emotional404pological changes.
.4. Anatomy and bo y functions

love 1.

ontraception
...

Finally, an "other comments" sol ation resultedin thirteen

comprehensive and varied responses, inDluditg:
p

The kids don't need sex information'drilled into them use-
lessly, Miat they do need is factual, frank infarmatiOn in

f moderate doses. . ,
.

1 TV can probably address this issue; hoWever, the 46f1,1 .,'

should not be judgmental or clinical.. i'ie subjeCtineeds
tobe treated with sensitivity and taste.

° ...I-sincerely hope that POWERHOOPOWERHOUSE ihclUdes4this informatibn

-but I suspect that it will be the object,d.t.heated controversy, "."-.1.

ESPECIALLY-in West Virginia. ,The idea that sex,is a perfectly
natural thing and that kids- ave a lot of soundquestions
that need-straightforward'answers is V--real problk4to Most

.people here. 4
.... r . .t.

. . # .. '.

The'questibn "How far should I go?" Mth.sexual experimen-
tation) presupposes that Sexual activity is accepted as

-morally OK: While4I believe we need to'faCe facts-I think
many Parent& would consider this an'iRfpi4gement over their , .0

rights.... J.

Though small in number and above average 'ir2 level of education,

the:respondents seemed to represent the rangesof opinion on the issue

of sex education. It appeared that thk consensus opinion about the
:



O

A

teaching of morals and values is the more volatile issue than the

straight facts approach. Nonetheless, the one'opinion completely

(gainst sex education voices a pdsition-that. may be held by a larger

proportion than 1/38th of the popation. A small,, well educatin sam-
..

ple may represent "gatekeepers," but the possibili that the heat

_ .

of thisfissue may be 'felt more strongly among the less educated
.- -.. .

f,

..,,4egments of tlie popdlation was
.

seen .as an important factor in planning
.

the production-of POWERNOUSc.

4
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A nationwide sample of nearly 500 was surveyed to measure the

appeal and instructional .attributes. of the pilot drama and .eleven,

PPIs (two additional PPIs were added after completion of.the story-

board and CRB evaluations). .BecauSe specific program ideas had

already been tested in the treatment and storyboard evaluations,

the main purpose of the pilpt study was to provide information that

would helpirmak:Ing decisions concerning,future programs, in .order

to maximize the appeal and instructional value of the-series.

1-. Method

.

a. Site Selection'

. .

Selection of five testing areas for, the National Survey was

made on the basis of geographic diversity.and access to the population

of 8-12 year olds of varying socioeconomic backgrounds. -Tests sites

included central Indiana, San Francisco/Oakland, California, Washing,-

tor4, D.C. metro area, Oklandma City, Oklahoma and the Charleston,

v
West Virginia area.

Data.collectionAwas scheduled for the week of July 7: Because
. . 0. -

I

this Was after the close df the school year., site selection within..0

geographic areas was determtned largely by the location of Cooperating

summer camps and youth groups.
r.

b. Sample Selection '1

In order to-obtain the natiorlal sample, if was necessary,

obtain the support of leaders of major national youth groups. A-

121.
- ,
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general acceptance of POWERHOUSE by youth organizations on the

national level was felt to be impOrtant in gaining the Cooperation

75f local yguth groups in assembling children for the pilot test.'

On May 15,1980, APS yet with New York City based leidersof

Girls .Scouts, BoyS Clubs, YMCA -and Girls Clubs. The following week,

a meeting was arranged with Washington D.C. representatives of 4-H

and the Red Cross. 'Most of these groupsyere aware of the POWERHOUSE''

project andsupported the evaluation.effort by providing- names of
.

local leadersjn the selected test sites, and writing letters to

them encouraging their participations...

These local leaders we then.contacted by'phone and sent a
= / -

POWERHOUSE fact sheet. All were interested in participating. The

.decision whether or not to work with a group was made on the'basis

of maintaining diversity of socioeconomic status and of availability

. .

of sufficient numbers of target aged children during the data collec-

.tion period.

After initial telephone contact was made, regional evaluators
. .

'Visited the sites in order to determine if theOsize and location

r."

were adequate for testing purposes. Arrangements. for da.ta and time

of testing were.then finalized.

Tht,major,exception of this procedgre took place in the Oklahoma

City area. The regional evaluator there worked direct4 with local

contacts and families of hative American and Hispanic children in

obtaining the sample for that region. A Native American herself, 4

122
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she felt this to be the most successful way to approach the Native

AMerican group in particular.

2.. Instrument Design

The measures designed to collect data about the POWERHOUSE pilot

program included reported measures in which the respondent was asked

to report attitude toward and understanding of the program, and

observed measures used to augment and clarify reported measures.

The reported measures used were:

Appeal and Comprehension Questionnaire - This instrument was developed

in consultation with .EFC staff. Its main purposes were:'

1. To determine the extent to which children understood the
primary learnings of the drama and the program inserts.

2. To determine the extent to which children might change
their attitude regarding risk taking behavior as a
result of watching the pilot. .

3. To determine appeal and salience of primary and secondary
characters in-the drama.

To measure the relative interest in a number of health \
topics planned for future shows.

5. To measure the overall appeal of the drama and program

NNs. ,inserts.

Because Of the number of PPIs to be evaluated, two versions of

the questionnaire were developed. The first part of both questionnaires

contained a combination of multiple choice, true/false, short answer

open-ended questions and a five-point "smiley face" Likert Scale, on

5t-



theArama. The second tart of the questionnaires varied according to

which PPIs respondents got to see. Version I, given to apprciximately

half of the respondents corresponded to the videbtape showing the

following six PPIs:

Version I

Frontiers of Science - A boy is shown how biofeedback can help
f him relax

Accident of the Week - Hidden dangers exist in swimming areas.
An amusing illustration of these pitfalls is made by the lead-
ing character:

Boys Talk ABout How to Get Girls to Like Jhem - Excerpts from-
interviews with teen-aged boys and girl Emphasis is on regard-
ing members of the opposite, sex as people, with feelings and
thoughts similar to one's own.

Celebrity Organ - A cartoon character (remarkably like Fonzie in
"Happy. Days ") gives tips on care of the - lungs.

The Sugar Connection - Cartoon adventure story in which sugar,
The Horrible Hostess, is zapped by the good guys.

Stunt Drivers- Professional stunt drivers show the planning and
safety measures that go into their work.

The second version contained the following PPIs:

Versibn II

Acci'dent of the Week

Frontiers of Science

Body Sounder - An upbeat, rhythmic piece in which a yOung man makes
music by tapinghis_st, cheeks, and so on. Others join in.

POWERHOUSE Achievement Award - Award winning student radio broad-
casters are shown et work.

Playing Volleyball on the Beach - Young girl learns adjustment
to growing up by consulting someone a little older.

The Ventriloquist - An amusing illustration of how to be a'-good
0

12,4
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patient: ask questions, provide complete information, and
0

follow the doctor'sins'tructions.
t

Powerfoods - A young by shows a tougOttorcyCle gang the
advantages of nutritio snacks.

"Accident of the Week" d "Frontiers of ScienCe" were included

in both versions so that the first PPI could serve as a baseline for

comparison and SD that the respondents could have an opportunity to

practibe the procedure on one PPI without affecting its rating.

The questionnaire was pre-tested on a group of children from

the Metro Washington DC area.

Focus Interview - A small group 'interview was designed in order to

obtain in-depth information on attitudes toward POWERHOUSE and its

characters. Volunteers were asked for at the end of the written

evaluation portion in N selectanbumber of test sites (ten interviews

per region). Five,children per group were selected so as to provide

a representation of sex, age and ethnicity. Interviewees were asked

how they felt about the program and what, if anything, ,hey would
,P

change. Information about appeal of the characters was gathered, as

well as information about TV viewing habits.

The observed measures used were:

Attention Profile - Two observers are responsible' for recording the

eye direction (toward or away from theAelevision set) of ten viewers

per group. Before screening, each observer selects five viewers, then

at alternating ten second intervals, the obterver records the, eye

direction of the five selected viewers. The final output of this

1 0
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measure is an attention line gpph by scene. It illustrates the

segments of the program that capture or !lose the attention of the

viewers.

Researc 's Group Report'-'In addition to providing ddmographic

data, this r ort allows the researcher to give anecdotal information

about the evaluation procedure, interesting reactions to particular

scenes in the drali', and, general group reaction to' each of throgram

inserts.

3. Evaluation Management

Two evaluators were present at each testing session. One intro-

duced the program, emphasizing to the children the real interest that

the, program producers had in Teaming their, honest rea ion to the,

pilot. Meanwhile, the other evaluator set up the tape, gathered

demographic data and distributed questionnaires. The written demo-

graphic portion of the questiodaire and, the pre-test were then

administered. Each pre-test question was read aloud by the evaluator.

The drama was shown, during which time the attention measure

was taken by the- evaluators. After viewing the drama, children were

asked to respond to questions about it. The evaluator read aloud

eash post-test question, allowing time between them for completing

the answer.

The PPIs were shown next. Ten seconds of blank tape were left

between each PPI to leave time for making the Likert Scale rating



immediately after viewing the insert. The remainderof the PPI'por-

tion of the questionnaire was then read to the children.

At the end of the testing session, volunteers for Focus Inter-

views were requested.. In-some instances, these interviews were done

in another room during the administration of the 'PPI portion of the

questionnaire.

, 4. Results Drama
r

a. Demographics

Slightly more than half of.the respondents were male (53%).

Sixty-nine percent were White, 21% were Black with the remainder

either Native American or Hispanic: Within the eight to twelve age

range, 23% were eight, 22% nine, 25% ten, 18% eleven and 10% twelve.

The table below illustrates the regionAl demographics.

TABLE 7 e
Regiona Demographics.

4

Washington, D.C. 96 19
Charleston, W. Va. 118 . 24
Oakland, Ca. 89 16
Lafayette, In. , 158 32 ,

Oklahoma City, Ok. ' 33 7

b. Ratings

A five point,Likert Scal was used to determine how well tile

children liked the action-adve ture story. Fifty-six percent said

it was great, 25% rated it food, 13% said it was ok, 4% and 3%

-1012
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rated it bad or terrible, respectively. The overall point score as

4:29 out of a possible 5. There were no.significant differences in

answers due to race, age or sex. The end was named the best part of

the story (65%). Forty percent said no part of the story was boring.

Fourteen percent said the beginning was most boring.

It was also apparent from the thigh LikertScale ratings that

the action-adventure,format holds a lot of appeal for the target

age child. Clearly, the format strikes a responsive cord an0 holds

the viewer throbgh the entire program.

c. Series Theme

Two areas were seen as especially important fn evaluating the

effectiveness ofthe series theme:.. the perception of the POWERHOUSE

kids as a positive close knit group and the ability of the program

in communicating the concept of being a POWERHOUSE as a personal

goal.

The respondents'were asked why the POWERHOUSE kids liked being

together. Responses, show a clear understanding of the group as

friends who enjoy working,:having fun and solving problems together.

. Over 70% of the responses were in this vein. Apparently, "spite

differences in age, sex and race, the POWERHOUSE kids form a group ,

that is perceived as natural _and realistic.

After viewing the program inserts, as well as the drama,

children were asked several questions about being a POWERHOUSE.
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Seventy. point five percent of all respondents replied yes to the

question, "Would you like to be a POWERHOUSE." Further, when asked, "Do

you think you are' a POWERHOUSE," 59% of the answers were affirmative.

The kinds of things cited as "making you a POWERHOUSE" (an open-ended

question) were mainly eating good foods and exercising, but one of

the most frequent responses was "I don't now." The idea of what

makes a person a POWERHOUSE does not appear.to be well defined in the

minds of the respondents

Tile-t4may also be a gap in the target audience's understanding-of

the POWERHOUSE concept. 'Is POWERHOUSES a place or ,a state of being?

ir

Aside fr6m eating the right foods,. how does one.get to be a POWERHOUSE?

This issue is central to the development of the series. If the sum.
y-

// _J

total of exposure to all prbgrams in the series is to be the recogni-

tion that we all have a POWERHOUSE deep down inside," then that

overall concept must be communicated in each individual program. This

concept did not appear to be effectively communicated in the pilot..

V
d. Characters

The appeal of the primary characters was measured in several ways.

First, a picture of the five POWERHOUSE kids was shown in the qups-

tionnaire booklet.okhildren were asked to pick their favorite

character. Bizzy was chosen moktften (34%), followed by Lolo (28%),;

/ Kevin (19%), Bobby t14 %) and Jennifer (6%). There were clear sex

differences in choice of favorite character. Girls overwhelmingly

-11042j'
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chose a female character, Bizzy (54 %),while boys chose Colo (36%)

and Kevin (27%).
A

Children were also asked to recall-the names of the POWERHOUSE

kids in the picture. The most remembered character was Bolpy (49%),

:followed by Bizzy (57%), Lolo ('30 %), Jennifer (6%);and Kevin (4%).

411

Biziy and Lolo were strong characters on both measures. Part

of the reason may be that they pla4.centra1 roles in the pilot,story.

However, they are clearly well liked. Respondents were asked to

re-"'

state why they liked a character best. Words most frequently used

for Bizzy were daring and funny; for Lolo, smart, solved problems

and funny. Kevin appeared as a character worth developing more.

Though he played.a relatively small role in.the pilot, he was rated

highly, and described as smart, a leader and cool. Although Bobby

was most remembered, his appeal rating was relatively low. Jennifer

was described as good and nice. She was not particularly memorable

by the majority of respondents, but she may be a good foil for the

other characters.

Of the secondary characters, Brenda, the adult leader of

POWERHOUSE, was chosen as the favorite (40% overall, 63% by girls)

Al, the detective was the second favorite overall (Mt): He was

the'first choice of the boys (41 %); followed by Brenda (25%) and

Keenp, the hood (19%). Keeno was the third favorite overall,

followed by his pals, the fence's qirlfriend'and the fence.

Unquestionably, the characters., both individually'aild as a

group are one of the strongest attributes of POWERHOUSE. Post

*It
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viewing recognittiop is high and identification by name is impressive.
, --

Further, the overwhelming finding that "the POWERHOUSE °kids like

being together because they are friends," -illustrates the visceral

level of acceptance of the group despite the obvious disparity

between them on all levels (age, race; sex, etc.) Both target age

.children and adults identify in a positive way mith the characters.

In general, therefore, the conclusion is supported that the char7

acters are well conceived and likeable. .

e. Learnings

There were several primary learnings to be conveyed,by the

series pilot. Each is provided below, followed by the evaluation

findings:

The decision to take a growth producing risk may require
some adult help and guidance. 0"

The question that addressed this learningwas: "After Bobby

was caught in the alley, what did Brenda do?" Sixty-tWOR011icent

responded with the preferred answero"She helped them to think

before taking chances." Only 5% and '16%, respectively, said she

ignored or punished them.' Brenda was Seen as a helpful,. caring

figure, and an inference can be made that seeking adult assitance
,

was viewed as helpful and positive., ,

'Before a risk'is taken, one should stop, take adequate time
to think about it-and consider possible consequences, andk
then decide whether the risk is worth it.

.

A pre-post test question on risk taking was asked before and

-112-
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after viewing the,drama. In the'pre-test, children were asked to check

one of the following (percent of.res.ponses forech of the choices),iss;

also shown):

Question:

P )

You should take chances that are exciting (5%)
.t°

You should take chances after thinking . (59%)
Youshouldnot take chances, . .(16%) .

In the post-test, the alternatives were:

5,

The drama is about:' 6

Question:

Taking Chances that are exciting ( 8%)
Taking chances after thinking (54%) t

Should not take chances 7%)
How to catch jewel thieves . (29 %),

In both pre. and post-te'st situations, ,"taking chances after think-

.

ing' was the most frequent answer. However, the percentages of respon-
#

sses in this category does not increase after viewing the drama. Furtherl

more, the post-test response receiving the second most frequent answer
/ f

was "How to catch jewel thieves." Assuperficial,interpretation of the

story may bg.fgremostiin the respondents' minds after viewing. the pilot.

The only statistically significant dqfererice 'in responses due.to socio-r

econpmic factors, occurred in the post-test. "Other" minorities were

more likely to "take chances that are fun and exciting" than either

Whites or Blacks.

'Taking risks always elements of persona) gain.and lossi.
and you cannot be tin d by one or the other..

A series of questions allowed children to react to risk situations

'they might encounter in their own lives. . Their response to thed4gree

of risk they were willing to take were measured before and after viewing

32 , (
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the drama. 'For each of four statements, children were asked to check

ofie of jilese five choices: "I would not do that," "I would probably

not do that," "I don't know," "I,Would probably do that," "I would do

. that."

The working hypothesis was:that viewing the drama-would cause

change from firmly held "would"sor "would not" positions to "probably"

.positions, indicating a tendency to think before taking chances., This

did not occur. Learning to weigh the pros and cohs of risk taking does

n appear to be a result of viewing thUrama.

TABLE 8

-4, Pre-Post Test Change In Reaction To
Risk Situations

4!. PrEi-post % of % probably %don't % probably .

Change Questions % would would pow not %not

pre

54% 'keep a box without
knowing contents 14

42% .help a friend who
is in a lot .of 64
trouble--___

40% stand up to a ,

tough kid who 38

'is Ticking on a
little kid

.38% tell on someon
. eve though he .

or sRE has 50'

threatened tb
beat you up

post pre post pre post pre post pre post

10 12 6 25 21 '417 16 , 32 .48

53 19 21

A
10 15 2 4 6 7

35 27 27 20 24 3 4 11 10

49 '24 19 17 20 3 7 10

133
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In order to maximize learnings, a series-wide concern should be relevance.

To motivate the targ audience in some direction, there must be some

clear parallel between the story and events that might be occurring

in the child's life. This is 414to say that fantasy cannot or should

not play a large part in the development of the story, but ;that,some

sub-plot should be developed to reinforce the concept.the program is

/
1'aimin) to teach.

As an = illustration, the original script contained a sub21)Ot about

Bizzy trying out for a talent show. This is an4idea :that children

of this age group can understand.. As a comparison, 68% of the children

who listened to this story as a script treatment agreed thaV"the

story was mostly about Wing risks after thinking about what might

happen to you or others." (62% of 'the males 73% of the females.)

Yet, upon seeing the completed prograi, without Bizzy's sub-story,

only 55% Of the children agrebd that the point of the story Was think-

ing before taking risks. While there are, no doubt, other variables

at work here, the absence of Bizzy's sub-plot could very conceiVably

have had a negative effect upon the basic learning.

.Another technique that' been found to enhance learnin'tj with

this age group (see page 7 of the Writers' Notebook) is to state the

message directly in a number of ways. In the pilot iTgram, the only

time the message was clearly stated was when Brenda took the kids

batiE to POWERHOUg after Bobby's,arrest. There,was a brief reference

to a ,"plan" by Bobby in the van outside Millie. and Al's,.but this
tOP

wdS not a direct statement like: "we're taking a risk, 0e:should

think about what might happen." It might also be worthwhile to

`)A -115-
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, state the learnings at the outset, maybe as a subtitle (i.e. Chance

Alley Or "Taking Risks After Thinking"), or as a lighthearted, funny

. billboard. There is no reason to lye subtle with this age group. If

the viewer knows what he or she is looking for, its so much easier

to find it.'

Finally, some aspects of the pilot program are inconsistent,

particularly Bizzy's behavior. Although there is asirqcess by which

the Ansecwences of risk taking are evaluated, Bizzy, right up to

the end, does not learn the lesson. Even in the epilogue she's tak-

ing foolish risks and rewarded for it. ,She's always caught just in "-

time, is subject to no punishment, gives everyone a big.laugh and,

almost as as a bonus, is the center of everyone's attention. Surely

this is an aspect other behavior that makes her an appealing

character, but there is a danger of overdoing it to the detriment

to°

of the learning.

f. Attention Measure

The Attention Measure, described in the Design of InstrumentS

Section, showed a high attention level throughout most of the program.

There were several scenes, notably a scenewhere the POWERHOUSE kids

wait outside ,Millie and Al's Restaurant, and-a.scene inside Detective

Al's office, where the level of attention drops considerably.
'100

were regarded as areas where editing could improve interest.
8
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4
g. Ideas br future programs

(N
Children were asked to check the topics which they cwould be very

4; .

interested in seeing on future POWERHOUSE 4shows. The mean frequency

of selecfon was 36.4%, therefore anything 37%or over was

4
4
above 'average and is included below.

.r TABLE 9
Suggested Topics or POWERHOUSE

Subject % of Viewers

dating
making friends
growing up,
moving into a new neighborhood
the importance of practice
family problems
taking responsibilities

1g competition
being a boy
getting along with others
making decisions
drinking alcohol
what to do in free time
having babies

physical handicaps
being small for age
marriage and family life
taking care of body

$

55

55

53

51

50

47
43

42 ,

42

41

40

40

39
39

39
38
37

37

=5. Results -.PPIs
4

.*

a. Demographics

Fifty-s6en percent, of the children who viewed Tape #1 were

male. SiXty-four percent of the respondents were White, 2Z% Black,

and 14% either Nativejmerican or Hispanics. Within the eight to

twelve age range; 28% were eight, 22% were nine, 23% were ten, 16%

were'ele'ven and:10%4de twelve.

-117-
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Of the children who yield Tape #2, 52% were male. Seventy-fourti

percent of the respondent's were White, 19% were Black, and 7% either

Native American or Hispanic. Within the target age range, 18%. were

eight years old, 26% were nine, 27% were ten, 21% were eleven and 9%,

were twelve:-

b. Ratings

As a group, the PPIs were nbt as enthusiastical.ly received as

the drama. Only "Powerfoods," with a 4.8 rating oh the five point

scale, was considered "great" more often than the drama at 4.29.

Other high rated PPIs were "The Ventriloquist at 4.1, "Stunt' Drivers"

at 4.0 and "Celebrity Organ" at 4.1.

Ratings for the, inserts in Tape 1 and Tape 2 are shOWn below.

TABLE 10
Ratings f ape 1 PPIs

'In Descending Order Of Appeal

r
Rating on 5
Point Scale

Powerfoods 4.8
Celebrity Organ- 4.1
The Ventriloquist 4.1
Stunt Drivers 4.0
ACcident of the Week 3.8
Accident of the Week 3:8
Body%Sounder f

3.8
Playing Volleyball on the,Beach 3.7
The Sugar Connection 3.7
Frontiers'of Science
Bpys Talk About How to.Get Girls

3.6

to Like.Them, 3.6
Frontiers of ScidlitT 3.6
POWERHOUSE Achievement Award 3.6

Some of the common elements of the four most successful PPIs

might be helpfulto consider. As might be expected, both "Powerfoods"

: 13 7
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its t,

and "Stunt Drivers" appeO more to boys. 'A this age, this is a more

difficult group to satisfy. The high ratings here may be largely

due to boys' enthusiasm for "wheels."

,Another factor to consider is the appeal that three of these PPIs

had for children on the young tide of the target age range and the

fact that there were more young children in the sample. The median

age of respondents was 10 years. "Powerfopds," "Stunt Drivers" and'

"Celebrity Organ" were ranked "greet" most often by a child of the

average age 9.8 years; just lower t an the median. The Ventroloquis-t,"

on the other hand, was appealing t °the-10.14 year old, or just higher

than the, median age. This finding .is in keeping with the research

literature indicating that the younger child's sense of humor is more

responsive to animation and the older to sight gags and spoken humor

of the type used:in "The Ventriloguist."

In keeping with the discussion of age as a variable we find that

only three other PPIs appealed to older children: "Boys Talk About

How to Get Girls to Like Them" (10.4 years); "Playing Volleyball on

the Beach" (10.5 years) and the "Achievement Award" (the highest at

)0.6 years). The reasons for the first two are obvious. The older

the child (male or female) the more likely they are to be interested

in PPIs that deal with sexuality home way. The findings

"Achievement Award" are a little more difficult'to explain. wever,

this result is supporteeby the resufts shown during testing the

0

"Achievement Award",as a,slcoryVbard. Then as now, the "Achievement
0 j

O. e,

Award," while not universalirthe mostolo4ularOs the best liked
,;

r; PPI by the edei- 'Children, particularly 12 yeari,olds. This i9

ErS)
/

is

n

,
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interesting because when all scores are averaged together, "Achieve-

ment Award" is only surpassed by "Frontiers of Science" as the least

effective PPI on rating, recall and message identification. This

finding may indicate that. the topic of the particular "Achievement

Award" evaluated in the national field test has more to do with its

poor performance than with the idea of an "Achievement Award" itself.

c. Recall

After viewing PPIs assigned to their condition, children were

given a list of all eleven PPI titles, both those they had seen and

those they hadn't. They were asked to place a check in front of each

title that they remembered seeing.

The PPIs children were most likely to remember were "Boys Talk

About How to Get Girls to Like Them" and "Stunt Drivers" on Tape.1

44
and "Playing Volleyball on the Beach" and "Body Sounder" on Tape 2.

Once again, consistent interest in emerging sexuality is apparent.

"Body Sounder" performs well on recall as well as appeal. The action-
,

. adventure in "Stunt Drivers" may account for its memorability.

One interesting finding is that the "Achievement Award" is

remembered by over 90% of the Tape 2 respondents although both its

rating (3.6) is not spectacular and its message identification (49,0/1

is very poor. One hypothesis is that the idealof an "Achievement

Award" is more appealing than the particular group of award recipients

on the tested PPI.

13'3
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d. Message Identification

A lis't of the main messages in the PPIs viewed was given with

titt
a list.of the titles'of all eleven PPIs. Children were asked to

match each message to the correct title.

Except for "Accident of the Week" (86% message identification),

no PPI message was clearly identified by the target group. This

may point to one of the most important omissions in these PPIs.

There is a lack of "product" identification. Even if the product

in question is an idea, itimust be clear what the^idea is supposed

to be. Liking,andrecall are not nearly as important as message

identification to a commercial advertiser. Even whenthe advertiser

is trying to sell an idea,Ithe viewer Is left with a clear conception

of that idea. When we look at the particularly Vow reports of

(4.

message identification, "Frontiers of Science" (47%) and "Achievement

Award" (499 for example, we see this phenomenon cleanly tllustratpd.°

What is being sold in the former? Biofeedback? Relaxation? How

about the latter? A radio:show on health? Maybe.' Health and beauty

tips? Perhaps'. ,.0-"

"Accident of the Week" on the other hand has a clear message,

look before you leap." Another clear message was reported by

viewers of "Body Sounder" 7:- Play your body. While the "Body'

Sounder" message is not one of the most valuable, it is an attefition

getting, fun p

If,as futur PPIs are written, a clear three or four word

-121 -,
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message is stated before the PPI is developed, a good deal of viewer

Aw
confusion may be eliminated.

6. Researchers Group Report

The Group Report was designed to provide observed data on.

children's reactions:to both the drama and the PPIs. It also provided

some demographic data that w4s not obtained from the children's ques-

tionnaires, specifically, tie researcher's estimation of the socio-

economic standing of the mmunity in which the testing took place,

171and the "environment'' o the .t.e.t site (urban, suburban, etc.) Des-

criptions.of the test facilities themselves were also ,part of the
s.

report.

The reports' showed an even representation between working and
4

middle class communities, with one instance of'an upper,middle class

group. Environments included three urban, three rural, four suburban,

four inner city and two small town locations.

Observation of the children while viewing the drama showed a

generally high level of attention. One exception was a West Virginia

group that had just returned from swimming and was not ready to

switch gears to quiet activity.

Children were Oite responsive in their viewing. There were

overt expressions of tension during the scenes where the POWERHOUSE

kids were in clnger, and there was considerable laughter at the

appropriate places (when Bizzy bites the thug's hand, when the thugs

141
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fall on their faces because the door'knob'has been loosened, etc.).

There was one group (Washington inner city) which was not overt in

its reactions, although the children did watch carefully.

Overall reported group reactions to the PPIs were categorized

as positive, negative or neutral. The results are shown below.

TABLE 11

Group Reaction to PPIs

Name + - Neutral

Accident of the Week (both tapes) 8 3 2

Frontiers of Science (both tapes) 5 4 4

Get Girls to 'Like Me 2 2 3

Celebrity Organ 3 1 , 3

Valiant Vegetables 1 3 3

Stunt Drivers 3 1 3

Achievement Award r 0 3
.;

Volleyball orb the Beach- 3 1 2

Ventriloquist 5 0 1

Bbdy Sounder' 6 0 0

P erfoods . . ,61 0, 0

The clearest results are the uniformly positive response to

"Body Sounder" and "Powerfoods." The response to "The Ventriloquist"

.

was also, very positive. There were no positive overt responses to

"Achievement Award" and only one to'"Valiant Vegetables."

Data from this measure reinforce thoSe which were obtained from

the vieweuestionnaire.

7. Focus Interviews

The primary purpose of the Focus Interviews was to provide,

anecdotal information from children who viewed the pilot program.

Each interview group of five children was asked the word they

1.12
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- felt best described the show. Responses were uniformly positive

r

(great, exciting, friends, scary, etc.).

When asked ifit one part of the show they would like to see

changed, most 'children replied "nothing." Other. responses involved

)minor rearrangement of plot and, in two cases, a desire for a

character of the same sex as the respondent to.play a part that was

found particularly appealing.

Respondents were also-asked the first word that came to mind

in describing each character. Words were positive, except those

applying to the hood, Keeno (bad, careless, bossy), and some of the

words applying to Bobby (dumb, careless, he steals). All the descrip-

tors were "in character'."

The most frequently cited characters in response to the q estion

"Who is your, first choice to play a main part in future shoWs?"

were Bizzy and Lobo, followed by 'Kevin and Brenda. Reans given

were along the lines of "I liked him /tier," "funny,"exciting,"

"smart."

Finally, respqndents were very positive in their expression of

interest in watching other pwramscin_the"POWERHOUSE series.
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A full-scale market test was conducted in Toledo, Ohio! In

order to study the pilot program's performance in a "real world"

environment, the program aired on the public station (WGTE-TV) in

the market. OUtreach activities planned for the series were also

conducted. A randomly selected sample of 14204ousehOlds were

called to determine:

1. The effectiveness of the outreach activities

2. The potential audience willihgness to view

the pildt.

A school evaluation was also performed to determine if Children,

asked to watch the program in their classes. would watch. A secondary

objective for the school evaluation was to determine if the Availability

of print materials would facilitate willingness to watch and

of the purpose of the program.

.
,

1. Method
.

.

a. Site Selection ,.

TheCity of Toledo was selecte for two reasons' first,_because

?/ the city's demographics closely re Olt the demographic characteris-

%

tics of the ,U.S)population; and;"VCond, the Educational Film Center
.i44,...pe p

,

has had a close wqrqnvelationship with. the general manager of WGTE-

TV for a number of years- He was willing to coopera by airing the

program on four consecutive days.

The POWERHOUSE pilot program was aired at the following times:

4NOP ....

L
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DB

Thursday :N4ember 20, 1980' - 7:30. p:m..

Friday November ..21, 1980 - 3.30 p.m.

Saturday Noyembe2, 1980,- 9:30,.a.10'

Sunday NoveMber 23, 1980 - 8:30 a.m.
$

: b: Sample Selection,

(1) Survey, ',

A total of 1420 bousehol* were randomly selected 'Using the ran2

dom digit dialing technique. Thirty experienced interviewers began

telephoning on Friday, everting, November 21st. Telephoning continued

0
Over that weekend until 5:00 p.m: on Sunday, November 23rd.

( ) School s

The s hoolsasample was select

. $

cati Ndtor.of Toledd's publtc scho 1 s. He selected two' schools-

, - ,,,*26' -

1

i-A'.0v,,, -that, hecbgidred representatOe 0 Tbledo4 population. Harvard.
.,.

1...",

El ry School and Marti n Luther. King tleiirtary School. .Three

11 cla i n each .sc401 were-Aelected; one each Of 4th,' 5th and 6th
.z',$e_

''',....

grade,' _

$-.;,., ,
,,,,

, ,.

-. '" .

by Ron Sakola, the PhygigAl Edu-

4

Principals of theter,=Achools wereTtoAaCted And agreed to allow.

a POWERHOUSE researCherlto grihr errh .sel.eaed classroom on Ibursdey,

.

e day' of the -first airing:on a . A return visit the follow-
.%

ing Monddy (November 24th) 4s 'a 'requested end approved. On the
ro

'first visit, each student was given : note to take home stating the
'7

times POWERHOUSE would-be aired anC409.44iim/her to watch one of the

'four times. The note also included one numb6r so that

parents could call to verify the purpo eA th request. (No p
vt,

ay

1,



et

. N. ,

cafha.) Two classesof children, King's 4th grade and Harvard's

6th grade wet, also given print materials in draft form for their

use. The same ciuestionniard was administered to both the "print"

and no print" sampleon the' second visit.

2. Instrument Design

) a. Survey
.

Two different questionnaires were developed for the telephone

survey. The first was designed for those respondent's who answered

"no" to the question: "Have you ever heard of POWERHOUSE?" The second

for "yes" respondents to the same question. Obviously, this sorting

question separated those who had been reached by the newspaper and

radio ads and other outreach activities froM-the who had not been

reached. Thus, we a-re able to determine the reach of the advertising

independent of viewing the program. All questions were-shiirt answer .

t 4

'b. Schools

One question was developed for the school version: Questions

asked of those who viewed POWERHOUSE were similar to the telephone

survey instrument questions. In specific questionsiut

PPI recall and message Identification were also asked.

3. Evaluation Management

The telephone surveywas managed by Dr. Rebecca Klemm, Assistant

professor of Business, Georgetown University. Dr. Klem was present

on all 3 days. All calls were made from the GeorOtown University

'Alumni House using their 20-t hone bank. Interviewers were

a,.

14;'
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t

required to keypunch all data that they collected. an subMit cards torj

Dr. Klemm by 5:00 .m. on Sunday evening.,

--The schools research was conducted and managed by Monica Dignam,

the principal investigator.

4. Results

a. §2122,K

411.

(1) Demographics

s 1

Of the total sample of 1420 houseold-l/ i 62.3% of the first

respondents were female; 37.4% male. First-respondent ages ranged

from a low of 6 years to a high.of '96 years. The average age of

the first respondent (i.e. the person who answered the phone) was

38 years. Forty-five point six percent of the households had at

least one child under sixteen living within. Thirtykkone point four

of them have at least one child between 8 and 12 year olds, our tar-

get range. The average number of children per household is 1.94.

Four hundred thirty nine 8-12 year olds were present in the 1420

households in the sample.

-42) Recall of0Outreach Activities

Outreach activities developed by Contact Media, Inc. included

the following:

- Placement f print and advertisements in the following
publicatio s:

r

-1/ ThrOughout,this section "households" and "viewers" will be re-
ferenced. The reader is reminded that a "household" normally con-
tains more than one individual: A viewer, on the other'hand, re-
fers to an -individual person within a particular househc3i.

1 414I -128-



'Sunday, November 16th Toledo Blade

'Thursday - Sdnday TV Tabs (supplement to the Blade

,,'Thursday - Saturday daily "edition of the Blade

'The Catholic'Chronicle

Broadcast advertisements on the following stations:*

'WOHO - AM
o4pj

'WLQR - FM
'WGTE TV (the station airing POWERHOUSE in the market)

Community outreach efforts including personal visits and/or
mailing series factsheets and broadcast information.to the
following groups:

Lt;

'Boys Clubs
'Boy Scouts
'Council of Churches 4
'4-H

'Girl Scouts
'PTA

'Public Schools
'YMCA'

As discussed in the Instrument Design section aboie, an effort
\\

..
.

s

to determine the most effective outreach rnthods was made by asking

telephone respondents-the presort question: "Have you ever heard of ,..k,

POWERHOUSE?" This question was followed-up for "yes" respondents ----

by the question: "Do you remember where you
PN
heard of POWERHOUSE?"

Results show that all outreach activities yielded 17.2% recall of

the series title. This means that of the 1420 households 244 re-

cal ed at least one element of the outreach activit.ies. Of these
'. Y

a ''7' 244 24% of the households repOrted at least one viewer.

The table beloW illustrates the relative effectiveness of each

0
outreach element.

:129-
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Comparison

TABLE 12.

Viewershipof Reach and

by All Outreach Elements in Raw Numbers

Element
Total

Reach
.

All

Viewers
8-42

Viewers

WLQR : FM 12 1 1

WOHO - AM 17 ' 4 1

Sunday Blade 23 .8 4

Weekday Blade 79- . 15 7
.

TV Tabs 30 7 4

Channel 30 , ,\ 63 15 10.

Catholic ChrQpicle 4 N... 1
1

School 12 4 3

Membership ,

Organization 2

.

1

.

1

t.

)

AS this table illustrates, one'of the most effective promotional

media was Channel 30. Ond infe nce tipt may be 'drawn from this find-

ing is that reguldr viewers of Chancel 30 are more likely to watch a

program carried over the station.

It is apparent that advertisentsdirected toward parents are

more, effective in,print than ether.broadcast advertisements or'irlem..,

bership group disSeminapon. However, it is also celar that for what--4

ever reason, parents were not effective as conduits of'infirm4tion

about the program to their children. When those parents\who had been

. 4
4

-130-
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reached by any outreach element were asked if they told their chil-

dren to watch, only 14% reported informing or encouraging' their

children.towatch. When the remaining 86% of them were asked whY,

they did not inform their children of the availability of POWERHOUSE,

most said that they'cid not know why" they didn't mention POWERHOUSE

to t children. Other reasons were that they forgot, or don't

monitor their children's television viewing_ 'The remainder'-varieq-

belWeen not allowing television at all, conflicting plans and un-

availability of Channel .30 on the,home television.

(3) Viewership

tay Survey

As Table 12 i1l4strates,27% of the households that had heard

of POWERHOUSE through one or more of the outreach elements actually

.tuned in on one of the four days the prbgram was broadcast. There
0

was at least one target .age child in 48% Of these households. A

grand total of,107 individuals, flanging in,age from 2 to 68 years

watched therograms 44. of them-were in the target age range.

The inverview schedule called for a second respondent if either
.

of the fdilowing conditions applied:-

. 1. there was an 8-12 year old-viewer, available
the'.hbuseholdc 0

2. the first respondent was not a viewer-but a
viewing househdld member was available 'at-the ' *Or
time of contact,.

Thi.s technique allowed us to maximize responses frOM-actual -view-

:

ers. It also.alldWri'us to compare responses Of..8-12,xear olds with
.

,

all other respondents for a seleCted group pfAueftions.
i., .
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'Viewer respondents.were asked why they watch the program. Their

responses are illustrated in Table la

CABLE 15

Why Viewers Watched POWERHOUSE
in RawNumbers

Reason
8-12 Year

Old Viewers
All

Viewers

heard through
.school

parents told me

10 11

Fr
to watch 8, 11

nothing else on 6 _25
.

saw pr'inttad',

friends toldme

5 20

to watch 3 a
4

If the results of so small a sub ample .re reliable it would

appear that, while the average vi- er.is a dial turner and selects

_1 television programs based upon the "least objectionable" theory,the

target age child can be motivated by adults (or adult controlled insti:-

tutions) to at least sample the program. It is unfortunate that this

research also indiCafes that piY.ent5 are not likely to exercise their

influence

(see dis.cussidn regarding-outreach activities directed to-
_

Ward parents above),

.%

The "least, objectionable" view finds SUppOrt in fife vieWer/resPon-.

eot's reply tO the question: "Why did you watch POWERHOUS '?" Twenty-

152,

-132-
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five percent said "because,there was nothing else on." Twenty er-

cent were motivated by a print ad. Parents and.. schools were equal

at 11% and friends were responsible for viewing in 8% of the cases.

Nonetheldss, it appears that the schools canlso have an in-
(

fluence over the target age child's television viewing. If the sup-

port for POWERHOUSE in the Toledo schools is indicative of the level

of support that can be expected on a national ldvel, increased out-
-

reach activities in the schools May'result in increased viewership.

Of the four broad 'cast opportunities, Thursday at 7:30 p.m. was

preferred almost two to one over all,other times. 'This preference,

was constant for both categories of viewers examined (target age

viewer and non-target age viewer). When asked the follow-up qUes-.

'tion: "Would there be a better time for you to watch POWERHOUSE?"

most respondents said "no." Of those who answered "yes" to this

question another prime time weekday evening was suggested.

(b) Schools

Of the two conditions 79% of the print material recipients

watched the program, 60% of the children that did not receive print

4

materials watched.' Not surprisingly, possesSjion of prinematerials

enhanced viewing.

As in the survey,, school` respondents in both conditions were

more likely to watch the program on Thursday.evening,altbough they

were more likely'to watch on Saturday morning than survey respon-

dents.

-133- /
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In all other respects, the school viewership results support the

survey results.

0.

5. Program Content

(a) Survey

Three survey questions concerned program content. The first ,

asked "What'was the best part of the program?" Four alternatives'

were given: the story, the commercials (PPIs), the kids in the show,

the-grown-ups in the show. As in the national field testfthe kids in

the show was" number one (37%). The story was a close second at 35%,

followed by the adults, 13% and the commercials, 10%.

The second content question concerned the message "What did

POWERHOUSE teach you, about taking risks?" Sixty percent of the viewers

selected the alternative: "It's not OK to take risks because they

could be dangerous." Nineteen percent selected: "It's OK to take risks

if you think of ways to do them safely." Twelve percent didn't remem-

ber and the remaining seven percent selected "taking risks is fun."

One question clarified an issue that arose in the field test.'

Did children understand that "we all have a Powerhouse deep down in-

side?" The field test results indicated that that message may have

been garbled. The survey results illustrate that a clear majority

(67%) understand thateveryone can be a Powerhouse.

(b) Schools
-4-

Again, the schools testing supported the survey results in con-

tent area with some exceptions. School respondents Were roughly

.$1§

equally divided between the risk alternatives: "It's not OK to take

1/5
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1.

risks because they could be dangerous.," and "It's OK to take risks
1

if you think pf ways to do them safely," 43% and 44% respectively.

Possession of print materials did not affect results on this

tion.

4few additiqnal content questions were asked in the schools

version. They dealt with recall of commercials (PPIs) and mess-

ages. Here, possession of print materials positively effected

both recall and message identification. Table 14 below illustrates

thete findings.

TABLE 14

Recall and.Message Identification
of PPIs in Percent

PPIs
Print # No Print

Recall Message Recall Message

Accident of the Week 35 22 19 9
Celebrity Organ 60 38 21 27

Answer, Act 76 20
.,

46 9
,Ask,
Body Sounder . 69 33 34 27
Grow Up 67 20 75 20

Table 15 provides data on Likert scale ratings and readership

of print materials by grade.

155
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Rank

TABLE 15

Print Ratings

4th Grade* 6th Grade

Read Read

1. Nutrition Maze 4.83 (71) 4.75 (.91)

2. Bonus Snacks 4.60 (71) 4.52 (86)

3. Puzzle 4.75 (71) :4.27 (82)

4. What's Up, Doc? 4.60 '(65). 3:83 (82)

5. Harry Houdini 4.09, (65) 4.26 (86)

6. Exercise Choice 4.20 (71) 4.10 (73)

7. Arduous alibi 3.85 (53) 3.95 (86)

8. Bananas 4.09 (65) 3.94 (86)

9. Way to-Grbw 4.08 (71) 3.87 (82)

10. Power in Your4H&se 3.92 (71-) 3%86 (82)

11. POWERHOUSE Reports 3.60' (59) 3.78 (91)

12. Past Tense 3.82 (65) 3.70 (91)

13. Make Habits Work. 3.40 (53) 3.60k (91)

Finally, two questions dealt with the children's. perceptign of

the program' appropriateness for their age and a comparision of

POWERHOUSE to the following highly rated programs.

White Shadow 3.2.14 Contact

Tom & Jerry , Happy Days

Brady Bunch Charlie's Angels

World of Disney Good Times

Vegetable Soup Big Blue Marble

Little House M*A*S*H*

1F,;
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Eighty7s+x percent of the respondents found POWERHOUSE age apPro-
.

priate and rated POWERHOUSE equal to or better than'alshows to which

it was compred.,

All children said they "liked" the show and would watch another

program in the series.

6. Conclusions

It appears that the bulk of outreach activities should be

directed toward the child rather.than his orAr-parents,, The ma-

jority of parents do not seem to recommend that heir children watch

certain proAms even after they have heard about the benefits of such

programming. o be sure, many parents did not know Why they didn't

tell their chi'ldr'en about-POWERHOUSE, bbt the fact remains that they

. did not.
,

Membership groups are equally unreliable. In this study, both

membership groups and schools tvere given the same infarthation at the

same time, yet hardly anyone heard about the program from mer4eeship

tr.°groups. Ten targefage children, one fourth of these who watched,

heard through school. Other direct advertising to the target age

child can be placed on "bubble gum" radio stations, The Weekly Reader,

Saturday morning or prime tiwaccess_programs favored by the target

age child.

On distribution, it has been observed over the years that chil-

dren associate "public" television with "educational" television and

L5
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equate "educational" with boring. Except for the in-school vrvice

)

- the Public Broadcast System has noebeen effective iv appealing to

children. Commercial distribution during "the prime-time access period
.0,

Might improve viewershipAigniftcantly.
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THE HEARING IMPAIRED
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1. Method -

. A small group of hearing impaired or deaf children students at-

the WashingtonkHearing and Speech Society's school watched the cap-
.

tioned program. After viewing all that were capable comp.) tO'a

bri (!luestionniare. The questionnaice.was individuallY,adw is-

tered by. teachers.

2. Instrument Disign,

A ten-question short-answer questionnaire was developed. The

questions concerned program appeal, comprehension and recall. All

'Ouestions_had been asked of hearing children in earlier researdh.

3. 5valUation Management
,

The sample was recruited and the plan impleme&d by the grin-

ciPal investigator. A tele-capti"A television was donated,by Sears

Roebuck and Company for use in this evaluation. The National Cap-

'tioningAnstitu

4. Results

A discussion of the quality of captioning may put'the results

into context.. The head teacher at the schOol,- Linda Carter asked

nc. captioned the pilot program.,

. to see the program before agreinwto cooperate. During this pre-

1minary viewilig, a few captioning problems were apparent as follows:

-139-
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Some words were mispelled.

',Articles like "the" or "a" were frequently absent
/making it difficult to make sense of some phrases.

Some' captions blinked oh and off in less than
/
i or,

3,seconds making them a distraction:

' Some captioned words were more complex than the
actuai dialogue.

-vi 4

' The captioning moved altogether toa quickly.

Because of these problems GIs. Carter was initially reluctant to

allow us to use her students. Fortunately, after seeing the whole

program, she felt it would.be beneficial for those that could follow

it and not detrimental to those that could not.
77---

Ms. Carter was correct, of the 12 children in the group, only

6 would complete the questionnaire. Although most felt that ca'p-
7-

tioning was superior to signing for television,` they suggested that

the captions moved too quickly. Eiactly half felt the captions en-
,.

t hanced understanding, the other half did. not.

It was apparent that not ,11 of the children were reading the
. ._- (I. .

captions. However, the respon'Ses given by the 6 children who *filled

DUt.a que(stionnaire also indicat4 that the message "It's Ok to take

risks if you plan ways to do them safely," was communicated. Five

of the six responded in this way.

k

In the PPI recall question, 66child reported seeing a PPI that

was not shown. Recall of the PPI's was as follows*

...

1 d 1
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PPI NO. RISPONSES

Celebrity Organ 5

Growing Up 5

Body Sounder . 4

Accident of the Week 3

Ask Questi s/Get Answers 2 ti

All of the children said they liked the-show and would watch

anoth. Fine of them agreed that everyone can be a POWERHOUSE.

In general, these children relied more on the pictures than

the printed word to,decipher the meaning of the program: Because

the sample is extremely small and the'captioning of pOor quality,

it 'fficuft to proffer conclusions. However, it's obvious that

hearing impaired and deaf children'understand and enjoy television

with or without captioning. It would seem that well executed cap-

tioning could enhariCe their comprehension.

1 SQ
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The evaluation of'POWERAUSE was divided into two major sections,

the Writers' NoteboOk and original forMative research.
46

Iliellriters' Notebook, a literature review and analysis, provided

the POWERHOUSE writers and producers with background information on
-

the are age child's-television preferences, response to commercialS

and learning styles. Research showed a. strong preference for cartoons

among the younger members of, the target age range giving way in the

older children to interest in action/adventure:and comedy shows. Some

sex differences appear, with girls preferring human interest themes

over action and sports. Attraction and appeal of a program was shown

to be related to elements affecting comprehensidn'and,identification;

such4as emotional appeal, 'visually,presented, information and peer

information sources.

,

. 4

Because the POWERHOUSE Program PRIPrts (PPI's) were to be modeled

on a format similar to commercials, relevant findings fromrthe adver-
,

tising research literature were Orovided. .,Respons'e to commercials was

found to be related to a child's intelledtual maturity. The child in

the target age range is generally able to understand the intent of a

commercial and is aware of the
\physical and functional factors which

. ,

differentiate commercials from programs. A number of elements that

produce effective commercials was described, including issues of pro-

gram environment (repetitios., leiigth, position); the use of212r,

huthor and music; the role of the endorser and the design of appeal.

Theofirst task accomplished by,the original research conducted -

1 LIJ
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for POWERHOUSE was to establish 'the htaltfi'knoWledge information bas'e
, If

that.Aar'get age children wouial'bring.to their viewing of POWERHOUSE.

A series of focuS'-interyievo With children and fellow-up question-
.'

naires, using,a larger sample, provided,information on knowledge of

drugs, sex and. body systems; and eneral heait14. and nutrition. It

Was found that the stiper'fidal knowledge lel/kfon these topics was

D.. ,-;t4t

An., At
L

generally high, however the deptft-of tiverstandilg was uncertain.
w

Although respondents knew, the names ar nicknames of a variety.

of,drugs,,for example, there is no reasons ',f 6elieve that this,repre-

cents an understanding of the use and danljers of these substances.

Questioning about self - concept "and sex roles pr6dOced cesponses ,

that were, on the whole; stereotypic in nature. Men were seen'as

stronger and more productuve by both males and females. Advantages

of womanhood were seen primarily in terms of physical appearance,
515

'childbearing and housekeeping.

Additional information, including receeation, media and food pre-

ferences, was also catalogued in this section.

The next evaluation procedure was to assess the reactions -of

children, teachers and youth leaders to narrative versions of three

different scripts, all with the underi/ing theme of taking only care-

fully planned risks. At the same time that the script treatments

were tested, pictures and brief character descriptions of potential

.

seri regulars were also evaluated. A questionnaire-measured the

appeal of each storyline and the charac,ters, and ef children's

-451kie.
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attitudes On risk taking behavior after hearing the script.

fi
T he script names and their overall, ratings (5 is the highest

. /
-

possible score) were:

Something Ventured '3.63

Running 3.55

Chance Alley 3..31

Although all three scripts-were high on apPeal, understanding

. '
s of the main risk- taking theme"was low. The least successful script

in communicatiAg the theme was "Chance.Alley." This*Script was also
a

the most criticized by the adults who responded.

In general, both positive and negative featureswere found in -

A
all treatments.-'0here,was not a clear and obvio "best" script.

In all three treatments, the favorite character of the male. re-

spondents was Kevin, the Black leader of the POWERHOUSE gang., Feales

picked Bizzy, a feMale character in "Something Ventured" and " a.nce

'Alley" as a favorite. Jenpiferr
,

a female'leader, and Kevin were tied

favorite of the girls who heard "Running: ". Clearly, preference

for character falls along sex llng.

The storybord evaluation of the rough form Program Inserts (color '
> ,

slides and tapes)- alloWed for the selection of the most viable, concepts

in terms of both appeal and teaching value.' The seven'tested PPI's

rand the Standard Open are shown with their rating by 'arget .age respon-

dents. (See Table 4, page 80.)

As with the script treatments, ratings were high, but gaps in
/

understanding of the main message of the PPI's was shown.

l, i6 t)
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An additional measure of thl scripted drama character appeal was

made at this time. After he descriptions of the seven main char-

acters and seeing their pictures, children rated the characters on a

five point Likert scale. The characters and their ratings were:

Jennifer , 4.22

Kevin 4.02

Brenda 3.86

Al 3.63

Bizzy 3.49

LoTo 3.39

Bobby 3.29

-a

Comments by teachers and researchers indicated that they felt that

the mix of characters was realistic and appealing.

Additional adult react ion to the PPI's was solicifted from the Curri-

.

julum Review Board. Although reactions were zenerallrpositi4, criti-

cism centered'om the degree to which intended.humor was felt to be suc-

cessful, the need fdr a larger amounelof useful information and possible-

mtsieading effects.

Drafts of print materials for children and adults were distributed

° to a nationwide sample, witlnstructions to'look through thearticles,
,1

4 the activities of interest, and rate the articles, on a five point

scaled Results showed that the children's articles were rated more

highly by the younger children in the,samp10.- The most Well liked art;i-

cies- by all children were a word search and a health facts quiz. In

general, responses to the adult articles showed they contained a lack
.

of new information and applicSbility to everyday life.

1



During the secnd Curriculum Review Board meeting in February,

19880, the subject of sex education arose as an issue in need of resolu-

tion. As a'resultt a questionnaire for "gatekeepers" was devised by

APS,to gather-data about attitudes toward inclusion'of sex education6

in POWERHOUSE, and about useful and acceptable topics. Most of the .

respondents did favor inclusion of sex information, but using.a

"straight facts" approath, rather than focusing on morality or values

development.

A full-scale nationwide survey of 500 target age'children was

made in July of 1980 to measure reaction to a rough cut'of the pilot

program. Respondents were sampled from cooperating summer umps and

youth groups. The main purposes in the data gathering were:

1. To 'determine the exteniito which children understood the
primary learnings of the dradia and the program inserts.

2. To determine the extent to which children might change
their attitude regarding risk taking behavior as a
result of watching the pilot.

a)3. To determine appeal and salience of prim ry and second-
ary characters in the drama.

4/To measure the relative interest in a number of health
topics planned for filture shows.

5. To measure the overall appeal of the drama and prograM
- Inserts.

Respondents rated the drama 4.29 out of a possible 5 points:

Post viewing recognition and identification by name of the major

characters was high, and the majority of respondents felt that the

POWERHOUSE gang likes being toOther "because they are friends." The

Or
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action-adventure format'held a lot of appeal for the respondents and

data on the characters show them to be well conceived and likeable.

However, the pilot did not provide a clear conceptiOn of how to

become a POWERHOUSE, nor did it 'strongly transfer the idea of becoming

a POWERHOUSE as a personal goal.

Titre Oere,several primarylearnings to be providedby the series

pilot. Seeking adult assistance was viewed as positive and helpful by

a large percentage of the respondents, but viewing the drama did not

positively effect the number of responders who felt that taking chances

should be done only after careful thought.

In short, the appeal of the drama and its characters was high, but

there appeared to be some difficulty in translating the appeal of the

story into positive guidelines for real-world activities.

As a group, the PPI'aer7 not as enthusiastically received as

the drama. Only "Powerfoods;" with a score of 4.8 was more highl

rated-than the drama: Some age. and sex variation was found in appeal

of tpe inserts. Except for "A cident. of the Week" and "Body Sounder"

the central messages of th PPI's were not clearly identified by the

target group.

. In November of 1980, a market test of the pilot was cc:inducted

in a representative demographic market, Toledo, Ohio. The program was

aired on WGTE-TV and outreach and promotion activities (i.e.,placement

of print and broadcast advertising, mailings and visits to community

groups) We're conducted.

.®

e'
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,Over one thousand households were telephoned to determine the

effectiveness of the outreach activities and potential audience will-,

ingness to view the pilot. A school evaluation was performed to see

if children who were asked to watch would do so, and alsb to see if

the availability of print materials would facilitate wiTlingness to

watch and understanding of program purpose.

The most effective overall promotional medium was WGTE. One

inference that can be drawn is that regular viewers of a channel are

more likes to watch a prograkcarried'over the station. Advertise-

ments directedtoWard parents are most effective in print; however
%

only 14% of parents reached by any outreach element reported encour --

aging their children to watch POWERHOUSE. Tabulation of responses. on
.40

why viewers watched POWERHOUSE indicated that the target age child can

be motivated by adults to at least sample aprogram.. However, both

membership groups and parents were uni'eliablt conduits of informat4n

to children. Direct advertising to children would appear-,to be the

more effectiveApproach.

In the school survey it Was.shOwn that't-he-poisession of print
.

materials' increased viewing levels. Thq schbpl children generally
;f1

found POWERHOUSE age appropriate (86°4) and rated
: better or equal

to alist of twelve other shows to which it was compared.

In contrast to the field test results, a majority (67%) of the

respondents understood the centnkl message that everyone can be a

Powerhouse.

148 1 7 `)



The final evaluation procedure was a field test of a closed

Captioned version of POWERHOUSE for the hearing impaired conducted

in December, 1980.

.(
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